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Chapter 1: The 2015 Field Season at Actuncan: Research Questions and Goals
Lisa J. LeCount (University of Alabama)
The 2015 Field Season at Actuncan focused on two specific questions: what roles did the Preclassic EGroup play in the rise of the socio-political complexity at the site and what archaeological remains are
associated with large rectangular magnetic anomalies in the northern settlement zone of Actuncan.
Results will address how such a small urban population came to build such a large Terminal Preclassic
center. I suggests that cooperation and collective action played important roles in the development and
organization of the center. Cooperation refers to actions taken by groups who share interests in private
or pooled resources (Carballo 2013), while collective action are those taken by governing elite to achieve
common objectives at the polity level (Blanton and Fargher 2008). These models illustrate that both
bottom-up and top-down social processes shaped the organization of settlements through household
construction projects and polity-level programs that designed access to public goods and services.
Both these research questions are continuations of previous investigations at the site. Actuncan’s EGroup excavations were begun in 2013, when Donahue (2014) supervised the initial exploration of
terminal architecture on Structures 26 and 27, the long platform and central pyramid of the eastern EGroup complex. The archaeogeophysical program was started in 2011 when the magnetometer survey
(Walker 2012) and the first round of ground-truthing excavations (Blitz et al. 2012) were completed.
Results of these investigations are found in the chapters of this annual report. The report also includes
chapters on laboratory results.
Actuncan’s E-Group
Until recently, the earliest public architecture in Southern Mesoamerica was found outside the Maya
lowlands in archaeological sites on the Gulf Coast, highland Chiapas and the Southern Pacific Coast.
Consequently, scholars suggested that the Preclassic Maya either adopted architectural concepts
emanating from the Gulf Coast (Coe 1977) or were late-comers to a dynamic interaction sphere of ideas
centered outside the region (Clark et al. 2000). These models of the early Maya lowlands as a cultural
backwater has begun to erode as scholars find evidence of public architecture contemporary with the
Olmec site of La Venta (Inomata et al. 2013) or slightly later in the Middle Preclassic period between 900
and 400 B.C. (Estada-Belli 2011; LaPorte and Fialko 1995). At Ceibal, Inomata and colleagues have
exposed the earliest (1000 B.C.) known public architecture consisting of western and eastern structures
fronting a plaza, a configuration called an E-group, which later became the civic focus of many centers.
Ceibal’s E-group configuration closely resembles those outside the Maya lowlands lending evidence to
suggest that the Maya participated in the development of prescribed practices and concepts that
defined Mesoamerican civilization.
Questions about E-groups now center on the practices that took place within them and their political,
social, and ritual significance, particularly in the Preclassic period. Located on the eastern peripheries of
sites, they have long been thought to function as solar observatories because of their layout and
orientation. Aveni and colleagues (2003) point to the fact that Uaxactun’s E-group is astronomically
aligned to allow observers to witness sunrises rising above landmarks on the eastern platform from the
vantage point of the western pyramid. Although not all E-groups are perfectly oriented to observe
solstices and equinoxes, Aveni and colleagues argue that they served as civic monuments dedicated to
observing, at least ritually, seasonal and agriculture cycles. For Inomata and colleagues (2013), early Egroups provided a spatial setting for ritual ceremonies that socially segregated community members,
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possibly into ranked social groups or roles. Others take a more ideological perspective suggesting
religious ceremonies at E-groups reinforced the goals of emerging leaders by creating a common belief
in the linkages between cosmology, ceremonial activity and political authority (Aimers and Rice 2008;
Chase and Chase 1995; Freidel 2013; Freidel and Schele 1989; LaPorte and Fialko 1990). Recently, Doyle
(2012) has proposed that Middle Preclassic E-groups were purposefully placed on the landscape to view
politically claimed land and resources, a model highlighting a materialist, economic basis for E-group
construction. Doyle’s assumption is that placement of E-groups was primarily conditioned by strategies
of territorial control, with visibility serving as the main means for monitoring lands and resources in
small-scale, kin-based polities lacking other means of achieving integration.
Although none of these scenarios are mutually exclusive, archaeological research can test some
assertions, particularly the hypothesis that E-groups functioned as a means of establishing territorial
claims. The simplest definition of a territory is “an area of land and population under the jurisdiction of
a center” (Garrison and Dunning 2009), a definition that relies on spatial analyses of contemporaneous
sites. Flannery’s (1976) seminal work on spacing between Middle Preclassic villages along the Atoyac
River in the Valley of Oaxaca found that sites were located roughly every 5 km and that this spacing was
uniform in spite of great disparities in the land available per village. Based on these data, he suggested
that social factors conditioned the location of villages and access to land and resources within a linearlybounded territory. More recently, network models have replaced bounded-territory models for
understanding the geographic extent of political authority in the Maya region (Okoshi-Harada 2012) and
elsewhere (Smith 2005). Territories are re-conceptualized as networks of politically connected sites
established through alliances, voluntary subjugation, coercion, or integrative practices, such as
ceremonial practices that bound hinterland populations to centers. Persons (2013) established networkbased territories for Late Ceramic Age sites in the mountainous Banes region of Cuba through geospatial
analyses designed to estimate the relative cost of movement between sites that displayed ritual
paraphernalia and significant architecture. There, territories encompassed settlements within 3 to 7 km
of centers, although centers were 10 km apart indicating the presence of buffer zones. These data are
consistent with Doyle’s (2012) GIS viewshed analysis that shows Middle Preclassic Peten Guatemala
centers spaced 3 to 10 km apart. GIS-based analyses of the spatial distribution of contemporaneous
centers therefore can be used to determine the geographic extent of territories, although each
geospatial model has its own behavioral rationale and each geographical region will present different
landscape features and political configurations.
Actuncan is an excellent site to explore the territorial significance of E-groups. The center sits on high
ground overlooking the Mopan River and the fertile farmlands of the valley, and it is arguably the most
architecturally impressive Terminal Preclassic site in the region. Its civic monuments include hallmarks
of early Maya civilization such as a 28-m high triadic group, a cenote-style E-group, a carved stela and a
ballcourt similar to those at Holmul and Nakbe (Estrada-Belli 2011). E-groups and similarly in-line triadic
structures with building stages dating to the Middle and Late Preclassic periods are found at
Xunantunich (Brown et al. 2011), Chan (Robin et al. 2012:119), Buenavista del Cayo (Ball and Taschek
2004:155), Cahal Pech (Healy et al. 2004:109), and Las Ruinas (Taschek and Ball 1999), all within 10 km
of Actuncan. To investigate if E-groups were a means to view political territory, research is required to
document early construction sequences at these E-groups. To that end, we continued deep vertical
excavations into Actuncan’s E-group to date construction phases and allow geospatial comparisons of
contemporaneous sites with E-groups. E-Group sites should be spaced 3 to 10 km apart based on
previous research of early ceramic-age villages. If line-of-sight and least-cost path analyses determine
the territories of the contemporaneous sites with E-groups overlap significantly, the territorial model of
E-group monuments can be rejected for this region of the Maya lowlands.
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The main goals of the 2015 field season were to excavate, date and establish the elevations of the
earliest stages of Actuncan’s E-group. Axial excavations at Actuncan’s E-group in 2013 focused on the
eastern platform (Structure 26) and its central pyramid (Structure 27). Terminal Preclassic (200 B.C. to
A.D. 250) construction stages, caches and burials were found down to 1.4 m in both structures, but the
project did not reach the earliest levels of construction. Eight plaster floors dating from the Middle to
Terminal Preclassic periods have been found in the center of the E-group plaza (Mixter and Craiker
2012). Also, excavations underneath Structure 41 just to the south of the E-group plaza documented
the presence of an in situ Cunil (the earliest known ceramic-age pottery) deposit and a possible
structure dating to the earliest phase of the Middle Preclassic period at 1000 B.C. (Mixter 2012; Mixter
and LeCount 2013). For these reasons, there is a high probability that earlier platforms are buried below
the terminal stage of the east and west E-group buildings.
This year the project started or continued excavating trenches where plaza meets the fronts of the
eastern and western buildings, locations where early platforms and staircases have been found at other
sites (Inomata et al. 2013; LaPorte and Fialko 1990). Further, staircases were the location of feasting,
dancing, performances, presentations, offerings and sacrifices (Brown et al. 2011; Reents-Budet 2001)
that provide abundant artifacts for dating civic construction and activities. At Actuncan’s eastern
building, Structure 26, the project concentrated on the lower 10 to 15 m segment of an axial trench
begun in 2013. A second trench was placed into the eastern side of the western building, Structure 23.
Western radial structures may contain the earliest buildings within E-group complexes, which have been
found buried under later facades directly opposite eastern structures (Inomata et al. 2013; LaPorte and
Fialko 1995).
To date the construction stages and establish our ceramic chronologies more firmly, ten accelerator
mass spectrometry radiocarbon dates were run from carbon fragments found in situ and from flotation
samples taken from features, fills and floors. In situ carbon fragments can be scarce in Preclassic
contexts; therefore, soil samples were taken to obtain carbon by flotation techniques. Samples from
seeds and twigs with short lives can reduce the old-wood effect (Kennett et al. 2002). These data were
added to our existing C14 dates (n=23) (Mixter and LeCount 2013) and new phase boundaries are
currently being generated using Bayesian modeling (Culleton et al. 2012). The ten radiocarbon essays
were processed at Douglas Kennett’s Pennsylvania State University’s Accelerator Mass Spectrometry
Radiocarbon Facility by David Mixter and sent to University of California Irvine’s AMS laboratory for
instrumentation. Results have been received and modeled by Mixter and Borislava Simova using
Bayesian statistics that combines radiocarbon dating results with independent archaeological
information, in this case, stratigraphy within the architectural sequence of Structure 26. The goal is to
arrive at more precise dates for architectural episodes. Results are forthcoming.
These data will help us address a second goal of the E-Group project, which is to study the geospatial
modeling of centers with contemporaneous complexes within the upper Belize River valley and test the
political territory model. Although some of the existing data are not ideal for analyses, E-group
excavations at Xunantunich and Chan located less than 4 km from Actuncan provide thoroughly
excavated and precise information of construction sequences and their elevations. Bobbie Simova will
be exploring these developments with Kat Brown and Jason Yaeger’s LiDAR data for the Mopan Valley
and the expertise of Bernadette Cap. Using a digital elevation model derived from these images, points
atop E-groups will be used for least-cost path and line-of-sight analyses, as well as other models. Since
our expectations relate to the distances between E-group sites, we will compute two map layers using
elevation data: Euclidean distance and distance in walking time. For the radial line-of-sight function, Egroup elevation data will be corrected to reflect the depth of construction at specific time periods.
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Although this procedure will not result in perfect elevation models, it should be sufficient given the
accuracy of LiDAR images. Raster maps of visible and non-visible points from contemporaneous Egroups will be combined into one image using simple map algebra to indicate areas visible by two or
more sites. Radial line-of-sight and least-cost maps will document the distribution of contemporary
Preclassic sites with E-groups and the land which people traversed or visually monitored from E-groups.
Results are forthcoming.
Ground-truthing Large Rectangular Anomalies
This year, we sought to explore possible buried structures in the northern settlement zone identified in
the 2011 archaeogeophysical survey as large rectangular anomalies. At that time, the project conducted
a 60,621 square meter gradiometer survey and ground-truthing project of a wide variety of magnetic
signature across Plaza H and the northern settlement zone (Blitz et al. 2012; Walker 2012). Based on the
resulting gradiometer map, patio-focused groups visible from the ground surface were securely
correlated to areas of enhanced magnetism representing domestic platforms and features. Groundtruth excavations led by John Blitz tested one buried complex magnetic cluster near Structure 48
predicted to be buried patio-focused groups, seven amorphous magnetic patterns, and two control
locations without recognizable anomalies. These test excavations determined the probable source of
the signatures in eight of nine sample locations: two thermal events and six cut-and-fill construction
events. One sample location produced ambiguous results. Nothing was discovered in the control units
that would be expected to create a magnetic anomaly. Although ground-truthing appears to confirm
the present of buried features, Chet Walker, the project’s archaeogeophysical expert, wanted more
signatures tested before associating particular patterns with cultural remains.
This year’s goals are twofold. First, we wanted to determine if another area of enhanced magnetism is a
buried residential unit. This cluster is located near Structure 88, and its signature is similar to those at
Groups 3, 5, 6, and 7. Second, we wanted to determine if weakly magnetized rectangular signatures
seen on the eastern and western peripheries of the site are agricultural features or other non-domestic
constructions. The project tested seven magnetic features by excavating eight 1x2 m units in locations
that appear to be the edges of platforms.
Ground-truthing excavations revealed specific cultural features associated with the two distinct sections
of the northern settlement zone. The eastern portion of the northern settlement zone contains patiofocused groups and small, low platforms on the gentle west-facing slope of the T3 ridgetop above the
Mopan Valley. Excavations into an area of enhanced magnetism associated with Structure 88 revealed a
probable lithic workshop, while that into a weakly magnetized rectangular signature revealed another
workspace associated with a perishable structure and a pit filled with red pigment. In 2011, Dan Salberg
excavated buried domestic platforms in this area near Structures 48 and 49. The western portion of the
northern settlement zone contains patio-focused groups and a small number of terraces or other small
constructions that sit above a drainage originating at the aguada. Given the area’s slope and exposure,
it is likely that the landscape was heavily modified to promote drainage and cultivation. Five test
excavations were placed on large rectilinear anomalies near Group 7. Excavations revealed agricultural
and drainage features dug into sterile white (Munsell 2.5Y 7/2-6) clay, called locally Yeso. Features
encountered were predominantly low berms of terraformed Yeso perpendicular to the slope. Artifacts in
the anthropogenic strata included highly weathered ceramics, lithics and few other artifacts. No artifacts
were found in the white clay. In units closer to the aguada, anthropogenic soils were deep grading to
blocker and lighter-colored clay around 100 cm below surface; however, artifacts continued to be found
until units were terminated at 2 m below surface. North of Group 7, excavations discovered a terrace
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wall made of large cut-limestone blocks covered in plaster and tilting noticeably with the sloping at a 40˚
angle in the same direction as the natural topography. Behind it was a thick, tamped sascab surface,
which along with the anthropogenic soil above it, yielded ceramic, lithic, jute, and single pieces of
marine shell and obsidian. This terrace spans two constructions, one visible from the ground surface
(Str. 90) and one recognized based on it square magnetic signature.
Ground-truthing excavations document two different activity zones in the northern settlement. On the
eastern side, households are associated with crafting workspaces, while on the western side households
are associated with agricultural pursuits. The kind and location of these constructions are similar to
small-scale water management techniques found at Chan, a near-by farming center. There, the
landscape surrounding and abutting domestic buildings was heavily-modified for intensive in-field
agriculture beginning in the Late Preclassic period (Wyatt 2012). Chan’s extensive field systems
consisted of walled terraces, a well-house, and aguaditas (shallow 1 to 2 m in diameter basins that held
water for pot irrigation). According to Wyatt (2012:87), this managed landscape would have involved
multiple households cooperating together to build and maintain terraces given that the field systems
extended through households groups. Like Actuncan’s northern settlement zone, Chan’s dispersed
households did not construct house lot walls indicating relatively open access to those members of the
community that worked the area.
Conclusions
Excavation and remote sensing data from Actuncan supports Blanton and Fargher’s (2012) proposition
that collective action is a critical component of urban development. LeCount suggests that founding
families---both elite and common---negotiated land-tenure and access to public goods at Actuncan, such
as the aguada and civic venues such as Plaza C and Structure 19. One line of evidence for this conclusion
is the proximity of residential groups to these resources. Actuncan elites may have negotiated equitably
with common families because they saw them as key players in the promotion of the civic center to
hinterland populations needed to build the site. Ties between elite and commoner families waned
however in the Classic period when walls were built limiting access to civic buildings, including the
palace. These data lend evidence to suggest fluctuating degrees of collective action through time at
Actuncan with the greatest elite investment in building social cohesion, trust, and community identity in
the Terminal Preclassic period. Collective action in the formation of Maya polities is not limited to the
Preclassic period; rather it is situational in time and place.
Our data also lend evidence to support Feinman and Nicholas’s (2012) proposition that residential units
in the low-density urban settlements were relatively autonomous, albeit with important caveats.
Without a doubt, Actuncan’s Preclassic residential units are dispersed, and through time they did not
aggregate into residential clusters indicative of close interpersonal interactions. Connectivity however
also can be forged through cooperation in collective undertakings, especially in small groups in which
acts of fairness, reciprocity and retributions are monitored resulting in rewards or punishment (Carballo
2013). While Maya archaeologists working in the lowlands have been limited to studying large and
durable collective undertakings, our archaeogeophysical program has provided data to suggest that
Actuncan’s residential units cooperated farming and crafting as seen in the close spacing of drainage
features, terraces and low workspaces to households. These types of structures are rarely seen from
the ground surface since they are built of dirt or directly on the ground surface. When we take into
account these buried features, Actuncan’s northern settlement zone appears as a dense web of
substantial residential buildings, informal constructions, and agricultural features that demonstrate
more social connectivity than what meets the eye on the ground surface today.
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Chapter 2: On-going excavations at Structure 26 in Actuncan’s E-Group
Borislava S. Simova (Tulane University) and David W. Mixter (Washington University in St. Louis)
Previous excavations by the Actuncan Archaeological Project targeted the plaza (Plaza F) and eastern
structure (Structures 26 and 27) of Actuncan’s E-group (Craiker and Mixter 2013; Donohue 2014). During
the 2015 field season, excavations resumed on the eastern structure and new excavations began in the
western radial pyramid (see Heindel this volume). This chapter reports on the continuation of
excavations in Operation 39, a 2 by 16 m wide trench placed along the center axis of Structure 26 by
Donahue (2014) in 2013. Borislava Simova and David Mixter directed these excavations with additional
supervision by BrieAnna Langlie.
At the beginning of the field season, we removed the backfill from the original trench initiated in 2013.
In order to streamline our recording, we modified the layout of the excavation units as shown in Figure
2.1. Units A through F were each 2 by 2 m units that retained the same footprint originally defined in
2013. In 2013, Unit H was an oddly shaped unit located in the gap between Operations 38 and 39, which
were not laid out on the same orientation. To make the units easier to record, the 2015 excavations
redefined Units G and H. We expanded them to the north by 1 m, subsuming Unit I, a small extension
defined in 2013 for the removal of Burial 18. Unit G became 2 by 3 m in size and subsumed the western
half of Unit I as part of this expansion. In order to maintain the orientation and rectangular form of the
Op 39 trench, Unit H was reshaped into a 2 by 2 m unit (which included the unit’s original footprint) and
a 1 m by 1 m expansion was added to the northwest. The 2 by 2 m unit subsumed a portion of Unit 38D
while the 1 by 1 m expansion subsumed the eastern half of Unit I. These realignments allowed us to
focus deep excavations on a 3 by 3 m square, including Unit G and the western half of Unit H. The
eastern half of Unit H was primarily excavated to explore a posthole feature uncovered in the unit
profile.
The location of caches, including Burial 18 (Donohue 2014:142-144, 146; Freiwald et al. 2015:60-64),
indicates that the trench was located on the central axis of Structure 26. Previous research indicates that
E-group plazas typically maintain a constant size throughout their use-life (Doyle 2012). As a result, the
foot of the staircase likely remained in the same location from the earliest version of Structure 26 to the
group’s abandonment. A trench in this location allowed us access the full sequence of construction with
the least amount of excavation.
During these two seasons of excavation, we
identified six plastered plaza surfaces at the
base of the mound, six staircase constructions,
and nine plastered summit floors, which
together comprise Structure 26 (Figure 2.2).
Collectively, these construction phases
compose Owl Platform, a series of similarly
built staircases and summit platforms. Owl
Platform grew overtime as earlier staircases
and associated platforms were superseded by
new construction. We have labeled successive
construction phases Structures 26-1st through
26-6th based on the six staircases. Each
staircase presumably was related to specific

Figure 2.1. Map of excavation units.
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summit floors; however, the articulations between staircases and summit floors were only preserved in
the earliest two versions. Even though these construction phases are collectively referred to as Owl
Platform, it is likely that each successive construction phase was associated with an expansion and
elaboration of the eastern side of Structure 26’s building platform, similar to those identified elsewhere
in the Maya lowlands (Doyle 2012; Inomata et al. 2013; Laporte and Fialko 1995). Further excavations
are required to confirm the architectural configuration of Structure 26’s construction phases.
Preservation issues affected our reconstruction of Structure 26 and its phases. The upper sections of
the staircases were more intact than the lower portions, and we were more clearly able to define each
sequential renovation in this area. At the top of the staircase, we identified reuse of existing steps,
sometimes with minor modifications between construction phases. Additionally, we encountered a
greater volume of construction and more substantial renovations to the lower portion of the staircases.
Some steps were destroyed during the renovation, which obfuscated earlier steps and points of
articulation between plaza surfaces and staircases. Modifications at the foot of the stairs were
associated with plaza floor resurfacings that raised the level of the plaza and correspondingly made the
staircase incrementally less steep in later construction stages. Interestingly, each successive
construction episode extended the western extent of Structure 26 into the plaza. In total, the final
staircase began 3 m to the west of the original one, a pattern inconsistent with other early E-Groups at
sites such as Ceibal where the western edge of the ataircase remained in the same location across all
construction phases (Inomata et al. 2013). However, the addition of plaster floors on the summit only
incrementally increased the height of Structure 26. The major exception to this is the terminal
construction phase of Structure 26-1st. At this time, the Maya substantially raised the height of the
staircase and likely built Structure 27 to create an additional tier to the eastern side of Structure 26.
These modifications, which varied in time, volume and construction strategies, pose difficulties for
relating summit floors to staircases. Since we uncovered six versions of the staircase and nine summit
floors, they must not have been built at the same pace or time. Rather, the summit was renovated more
frequently than the staircases. Articulating various elements to construction phase is further
complicated by collapse and slumping at the western edge of the platform where it meets the staircase.
For the purpose of the report, we have grouped the architectural elements of Structure 26 into six
construction phases based on stair renovations.
Below the dressed stone and plaster floor constructions of Structure 26, we identified two additional
platforms, Structure 26-sub-1 and Structure 26-sub-2 (Figure 2.3). Structure 26-sub-1, also referred to as
Brown Jay Platform, was buried under deposits of brown and orange clay. It was constructed in at least
two phases with cobble facades and layered dirt fill relatively free of stone inclusions. The later stage,
26-sub-1-1st, had low terraces on its western edge and the summit supported small cobble architectural
elements. Below Brown Jay Platform, we encountered large, undressed limestone fill and construction
pens that rested on Structure 26-sub-2 and augmented the size of the earlier mound to the east and
west. The limestone fill had no discernable prepared surface however the limestone rocks formed a
cobble stone-like surface much like the ramps seen at Xunantunich Structure E-2 (Brown et al. 2011).
Structure 26-sub-2 is an earthen platform, approximately a meter in height, constructed out of
redeposited clay that contained artifacts. This same clay was found in a thick deposit below the plaza
floors to the west. The earthen platform most notably contained Cunil-phase materials; however these
materials have not been fully analyzed yet.
The report is organized into four sections. The first describes construction sequences of the plaza floors
and associated stair constructions, and the second addresses the late summit floors and deposits. Next,
we describe the two earliest staircases that clearly articulated both summit and plaza floors. The last
10
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LEGEND
Floors
A) Outkast Floor
B) Missy Elliot Floor
C) Ice Cube Floor
D) Lupe Fiasco Floor
E) Santo/Jay-Z Floor
F) Rene Floor
G) Luciano Floor
H) Armando Floor
I) Javier Floor
J) Biggie Plaza Floor
K) Tupac Plaza Floor
L) Kanye Plaza Floor
M) Fever Plaza Floor
N) Dengue Plaza Floor
O) Nelly Plaza Floor
P) Felix Floor
Q) Kelvin Floor
Platform Walls
1) Brown Jay Wall
2) Warbler Wall
3) Lark Wall
4) Robin Wall
5) Toucanette Wall
6) Quetzal Wall

Steps
1a-d First Staircase (Not all stairs are named)
a. Turaco
b. Manning
2a-f Second Staircase/McCoy (Not all stairs are named)
a. Palmer
b. Quinn
f. McCoy Stair Block
3a-e Third Staircase (Not all stairs are named)
a. Brees
e. Flacco
4a-g Fourth Staircase
a. Upper Anhinga
b. Cormorant
c. Toucan with armrest
d. Parakeet
e. Cheko
f. Puhuy
g. Tannehill

Figure 2.2. North profile of Operation 39.
Steps
5a-j Fifth Staircase
a. Lower Anhinga
b. Chakchalaka
c. Loro
d. Vulture
e. Red Hawk
f. Harpy Eagle
g. Pitch
h. Dodo
i. Flycatcher
j. Seagull
6a-i Sixth Staircase
a. Tecollote
b. Lower Anhinga
c. Cojolito
d. Catbird
e. Gallinola
f. Pella

g. Pisan
h. Chombo
i. Paloma

Figure 2.3. North profile showing association between construction phases as currently understood.
two sections describe Structures 26-sub-1 and sub-2 and their Middle Preclassic deposits. In each of
these sections, we refer to the elements seen in the northern profile of the trench (Figure 2.2). At the
end of the season, the trench, measuring 16 m in length, was over 2 m depth in most units. The deepest
sections of Units C and G were over 2.5 m deep below ground level.
Structure 26: Late Staircases and Plaza Floors
In 2013, Donohue (2014:139) identified a small section of preserved plaster, named Biggie Floor, which
he identified as the latest prepared plaza surface. Together with the underlying Tupac Floor, he
suggested that they were associated with the Manning basal step of the dismantled terminal staircase
(Donohue 2014, Fig. 7.13). My examination of the profile points to a later step, Turaco Step, (1a in
Figure 2.2) set on Tupac Floor just to the west of Manning Step as the basal step. The latest plastered
plaza surface, Biggie Floor, abuts Turaco Step. Therefore, Manning Step was likely an earlier base to the
First Staircase constructed on top of Kanye Plaza Floor. Based on this superpositioning, the base of the
First Staircase was built in two phases. Structure 26-1st-b is associated with Manning Step, while
Structure 26-1st-a reflects the addition of Turaco Step in front of Manning Step. We suspect that the First
Staircase articulated with the last plaster floor (Outkast) that we found on the summit. Likely one or
two additional steps (now absent) connected the existing steps to the top of the summit identified in
Units E and F. We suggest that Donohue’s (2014:142) Roethlisberger Step was the terminal summit step
leading up to Outkast Floor. Feature 1, a smashed ceramic vessel, was found on Roethlisberger Step.
Additional steps were not found, but they could have been easily robbed or collapsed. The First
Staircase may have also articulated with an earlier summit floor, Lupe Fiasco, if only one step was
present in Unit E. Following Donohue (2014), these architectural elements comprise Structure 26-1st.
The Second Staircase, McCoy, identified by Donohue (2014:139-141) consists of nine steps with dressed
limestone risers, as well as a stair block, located in the northeast corner of Unit D. Not all of the steps
from McCoy Staircase could be clearly identified in the 2015 profile, although some were surely
obscured because the stair block is located in the north profile. Lupe Fiasco and Santo Floors may be
part of this construction phase (Structure 26-2nd). At the base of staircase, Palmer Step appears to be
associated with three plaza surfaces (Donohue 2014, Fig. 7.20). Donohue suggested that Palmer Step
was constructed on top of Dengue Floor in association with an earlier, and at the time, unknown
staircase. Based on our observations, we suggest three plaza surfaces were related to McCoy Staircase.
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In addition to Dengue Floor (on which Palmer Step was constructed), Kanye Floor and a previously
unidentified plaza floor (Fever) were probably associated with Structure 26-2nd. Fever Floor was
identified in 2015 in the northern profile between Kanye and Dengue Floors. It abuts the middle section
of Palmer Step and clearly reflects a plaza renovation during the on-going use of Structure 26-2nd.
Donohue (2014:139) previously suggested that Kanye Plaza Floor, which passes under Manning Step,
covered Palmer Step. However, our excavations show that it may have ended at Palmer Step’s face. This
configuration would indicate that Kanye Floor also was a resurfacing of the plaza surface during the
continued use of Structure 26-2nd. Either Palmer Step was covered and the second step (Quinn Step)
became the front step, or Palmer Step was originally taller than the single course of stones we
encountered. The latter option is certainly a possibility given the evidence that the ancient Maya
disturbed the treads of both Manning and Quinn Steps during the process of renovation (Donohue
2014:139-141, 147-148). The surface of Manning Step (which Donohue [2014:147] called Nas Floor) was
chopped up and its plaster was redeposited such that some fragments were angled near vertically.
Additionally, on Quinn Step Donohue (2014:148) identified a deposit of cached sherds (AU 16, Feature
4) deposited into a hole dug through the step.
Structure 26-3rd corresponds to Donohue’s (2014:140) Third Staircase with its more elaborate façade
known as Brees Step. This step is associated with Dengue Plaza Floor, which abuts its face, and Nelly
Floor, on which Brees Step was constructed. Donohue’s (2014:139) Flacco and Brady Steps were part of
this staircase, as were four steps reused from earlier constructions found this summer: Loro,
Chachalaka, Cormorant, and Upper Anhinga (described below). Brady Step correlates with our Loro step
located at the base of the McCoy outset stair. These steps were constructed in a similar manner to Brees
step. A series of vertical stones provided structural support; however, these were never actually
exposed in ancient times. Instead, the masons placed a thin layer of fill in front of the stone risers and
finished the stones with a thick plaster riser that curved up to the level of the stair tread. As a result, the
stairs had a distinct curved shape. The Third Staircase was the earliest one encountered by Donohue in
2013; however, our excavations discovered three earlier staircases.
Structure 26-4th is more poorly defined. The Fourth Staircase, referred to as Toucan Staircase, does not
have a clear association with plaza constructions. It may have articulated with Kelvin Floor or had a
distinct basal construction that articulated with Nelly Plaza Floor. The base of this staircase appears to
have been heavily disturbed or dismantled during the construction of Brees Step and the Third Staircase.
Besides stone, the Fourth Staircase was constructed with a dense sediment fill and plaster veeners.
Although the veneers appeared to be slaked and hydrated plaster, there was material with a powdery
consistency in the fill of the steps that might be marl or possibly degraded plaster. The steps that form
the Fourth Staircase include, from top to bottom: Upper Anhinga, Cormorant, Chachalaka, Loro, Toucan,
Parakeet, Cheko, Puhuy, and Tannehill Steps. Chachalaka and Loro Steps are earlier constructions,
reused in the Fourth Staircase. Anhinga is also an older step, but one that was apparently added to in
the construction of the Fourth Staircase.
The earliest two construction phases, Structures 26-5th and 26-6th, will be discussed in a separate section
below to accommodate descriptions of the articulated structure floors, stairs, and other relevant
features.
Analytical Units
Analytical Units (AUs) 10 through 17 and 19 were excavated and named by Donohue in 2013 with
subsequent AUs following his sequence. Although no additional lots were excavated this season in most
of Donahue’s AUs, they are summarized briefly for the sake of completeness and to accommodate new
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observations. Additional lots were
excavated in AUs 19 and 37. In the
detailed descriptions below, lots
excavated in 2015 are marked in bold.
AU 10 - Biggie Plaza Floor. Lots
excavated: A4. This floor is greatly
deteriorated.
AU 11 - Tupac Plaza Floor and Fill.
Lots excavated: A5. LeCount’s (2015)
ceramic analysis suggests an Early Classic
date.
AU12 - Structure 261st Construction Fill. Lots excavated: A6,
B3, B4, B5, B6, B7, C3, C4, C5, C6, C7, C8,
D3. This AU, defined in 2013, incorporates
the fill of the First Staircase, including
Manning Step and the newly identified
Turaco Step. The construction of
Figure 2.4. Toucan staircase of Structure 26-4th.
Manning Step likely destroyed the base
of the previous stairs, evident in the chopped up plaster found in this area.
AU 13 & 14 - Kanye Plaza Floor and Fill. Lots excavated: A7, A8. These AUs may include material
from the Fever Floor identified in the profile between Kanye and Dengue Floors.
AU15 – McCoy (Second) Staircase. Lots excavated: B8, B9, B11, C9,C10, C11, D4, D5. This AU was
previously referred to as Structure 26-2nd-a (Donohue 2014:147-148). McCoy Staircase features a small
stair block evident in the northeast section of Unit D. Evidence from the Fifth Staircase indicates that the
stair block may have been a feature of earlier staircases as well.
AU16- Feature 4 Fill. Lot excavated: B10. Feature 4 was a concentration of smashed pottery that
was placed in a shallow pit dug into the stair tread of Quinn step, the second step of McCoy Staircase
(AU15).
AU 17-Dengue Plaza Floor. Lots excavated: A9, B12.
AU19-Brees (Third) Staircase. Lots excavated: B13, B15, B16, B17, C12, C13, C14, C17, D5, D6.
This AU was previously referred to as Structure 26-2nd-b Construction Fill (Donohue 2014:148-149).
Here, we place it in Staircase Three and Structure 26-3rd. It includes materials from steps and fill.
Donohue identified three steps: Flacco, Brady, and Brees. Brees, the basal step of the staircase, was
constructed in a Preclassic pattern, with every other large cut block placed flat and on end. Some wellpreserved plaster was evident in the northern section of the unit covering the step. Excavations behind
Brees Step suggest a disturbed earlier construction with broken limestone blocks and eroded limestone
alignments.
AU 37-Toucan (Fourth) Staircase. Lots excavated: B18, C15, C16, C18, C19, D7, D12. Identified
steps include Upper Anhinga/Pelican, Cormorant, Toucan, Parakeet, Cheko, Puhuy, and Tannehill (Figure
2.4). This staircase fronts Structure 26-4th. It reused three earlier steps (Chachalaka, Loro, and Vulture)
described elsewhere in the report. The steps excavated as part of this staircase generally have only one
course of large, soft, limestone blocks. They are 10 to 20 cm in height with plastered surfaces. The fill of
the steps consists of packed sascab, similar in texture to the soft limestone of the risers, with some light
brown to yellow soil and small limestone pebbles.
The Anhinga Step at the top of the staircase is separated into two parts here: Upper Anhinga (lot
D12) associated with the construction of the Fourth Staircase and Lower Anhinga associated with the
Fifth Staircase. Upper Anhinga consists of only the upper most course, which is constructed out of larger
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limestone blocks than lower sections and sits on top of a layer of thick lime plaster or mortar. The
northern 10 to 15 cm section of Anhinga Step was either intentionally removed in prehistory or missing.
Pelican Step, as described in the excavation notes, was initially thought to be distinct from Anhinga as its
facing stones came out a little further forward. However, the two were determined to be one step later
in the excavations with Pelican likely part of Lower Anhinga Step.
Cormorant Step is the next step down. It is a low step with light brown to yellow fill layered with
some sascab. A small strip of plaster identified at the top of the step more closely resembles mortar,
suggesting an additional course of stones was robbed at some point. As a result, we did not encounter
this step’s ancient read surface. As found, the Cormorant Step covers the majority of the Pelican outset
of Anhinga Step. Like Anhinga, it is truncated on the north by the later McCoy stair block. It is not clear
if this disturbance is a result of the later construction or the presence of an earlier stair block.
Below Anhinga and Cormorant, three steps were reused from earlier construction phases:
Chachalaka, Lora and Lower Anhinga Steps. Below these steps we encountered Toucan Step. In our
excavation trench, Toucan Step had two large limestone blocks set above the level of the step, giving the
appearance of bench armrests. This feature was likely a product of the placement of our trench rather
than a functional similarity. Instead, these raised stones are probably stair blocks per Loten and
Pendergast (1984:13). The stair block protruding from our northern balk would likely have been
matched by a third to the north, outside the limits of our excavations. The step itself appears to have
been built of packed sascab rather than large stones. Below Toucan is Parakeet Step. It was constructed
using two distinct kinds of fill. The northern portion of the step was built of packed sascab, while the
southern portion of the step contained yellowish-brown soil with some small limestone cobbles. These
fill sediments are distinct from the cut stones typically seen in this phase of construction and reflect a
departure from the standard staircase construction methods used across all six versions of the staircase.
The base of the staircase is formed by the poorly understood Cheko, Puhuy, and Tannehill Steps.
Tannehill is located directly behind Brees. It consisted of soft limestone blocks that were a similar color
to the light, silty surrounding matrix. Like the later Brees Step, Tannehill Step appears to have been a
low terrace located at the base of the staircase. A small patch of preserved tread plaster was visible in
the northern section of our excavation unit. This section of the staircase was more greatly disturbed by
later constructions and the steps lacked preserved plaster making it difficult to determine the
articulations between them. The risers also lacked cohesive rows of dressed stone, although some
dressed limestone was present. It is possible that these three steps were instead remnants of stair fill,
and in the case of Tannehill, a construction bin. Nevertheless, we consider them part of the Fourth
Staircase because of the use of plaster in the fill.
Structure 26: Late Summit Constructions
At the top of the trench, excavations into Structure 26 collected more materials from the last four
summit floors (Outkast, Missy Elliot, Ice Cube, and Lupe Fiasco) in Units G and H. Excavations continued
down through the last major floor, Lupe Fiasco, exposed in 2013 and defined five additional plaster
surfaces. These are, in order from top to bottom: Santo, Rene, Luciano, Armando, and Javier Floors. We
believe that one of Donohue’s (2014:143) early floors, Jay-Z, is the same as our Santo Floor.
The uppermost floor, Outkast, was previously interpreted as a low terrace intermediary between
Structure 26’s summit and Structure 27’s superstructure. Here, we consider it the terminal floor of 261st, since we believe that the terminal staircase of Structure 26 would have risen to its edge. The
previously excavated Roethlisberger Step (see Donohue 2014, Figure 7.3) may represent a single
surviving step in the upper section of the First Staircase in Unit F. Donohue (2014:146) uncovered a
smashed vessel on top of Roethlisberger Step (Feature 1). Additionally, we found several postholes cut
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into Outkast Floor, including Features 7 and
11. Feature 7 is a large posthole, 60 cm in
diameter, which we collected for flotation.
Feature 11 is a smaller posthole, only 45 cm
in diameter. Both cut through Outkast Floor
and continue through the underlying Missy
Elliot Floor.
Unlike Outkast Floor, Missy Elliot Floor is
poorly preserved and does not appear to
extend into Unit F (i.e. further west towards
the plaza). We recovered a ceramic deposit
on top of this floor in Unit H (Feature 10)
seen in Figure 2.5. Missy Elliot’s ballast lies
directly on top of Ice Cube Floor, which can
be traced a little further into portions of Unit
F. To me, this stratigraphy suggests that the
top three floors were all associated with the
terminal staircase at one time.

Figure 2.5. Feature 10, a ceramic deposit on Missy
Elliot Floor.

Beneath these late floors lie the thick and substantial Lupe Fiasco plaster floor and its associated
features. Lupe Fiasco extends from the eastern most edge of our excavation units to the eastern portion
of Unit E, a span of approximately 6 m. In 2013, several pit features were found in this floor including
Burial 18. A large deep posthole (AU48), called Feature 8, measures 60 by 40 cm in diameter and is 73
cm in depth. It is located directly below the base of another posthole, Feature 7. Feature 6 is another
posthole located one meter west of the hip/knee area of the individual located in Burial 18. Donohue
(2014:146) identified an additional large posthole (AU7), Feature 21, and a shallow pit (AU8), Feature 5,
cut into Lupe Fiasco, the former located under the Roethlisberger Step and the latter located about 15
cm west of the midline of Burial 18 (Figure 2.6). In this year’s excavations, a number of postholes also
were identified directly below the surface plaster of Lupe Fiasco. We assume that these postholes were
excavated into Lupe Fiasco floor and then patched over either immediately after the post was removed
or during a resurfacing of Lupe Fiasco Floor. Santo Floor, located below Lupe Fiasco, also has

Figure 2.6 Lupe Fiasco Floor features.
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a small posthole (Feature 12) in its
surface. Later features, including Burial 18
also terminate at this surface. Only the
larger postholes, Features 8 and 21,
continue deeper. These terminate at
Javier Floor. Given the narrow width of
the trench, we cannot discern any pattern
to these postholes, but they indicate that
the summit was a highly active ritual
location during the time in which Lupe
Fiasco was in use. Small, temporary
wooden shrines and scaffolds may have
been repeatedly erected and dismantled
along the centerline of the platform for
special or seasonal celebrations. A similar
pattern has been identified in front of
Structure E-2 at Xunantunich where the
Figure 2.7. Superpositioning of Structure 26 floors.
remains of wooden beams from
perishable shrines were recovered in situ
(Brown 2013; Brown et al. 2013). Additionally, large postholes, such as Features 7, 8 and 21 have been
interpreted as metaphorical world trees when found at other sites, including Cerros (Freidel and Schele
1988:559-561).
Beneath Lupe Fiasco are five more plaster floors (Figure 2.7). Santo Floor is a polished plaster floor
resting on a ballast that includes a high density of ceramic sherds. In our excavation area, the northern
portion of the floor was unevenly preserved, while the southern part was smooth and polished. The next
floor down, Rene, was poorly preserved, particularly along the southern portions of the excavations. It
was also a plaster floor, but was comparatively thin and not evident in parts of the excavations. It is not
clear whether the absence of Rene Floor in some areas resulted from later disturbance or poor
preservation. This floor overlies Luciano floor. Luciano has thicker plaster than later floors with some
evidence of painted surfaces, but is more deteriorated than Santo and Lupe Fiasco Floors. We discuss
the remaining two floors, Armando and Javier, separately below because they are more directly
associated with staircase constructions. Nonetheless, they are similar in size and construction to the
floors directly above them. Javier differs because it was constructed directly on clay rather than on the
typical stone ballast.
Analytical Units
With the expansion of Units G and H, excavations were expanded in many AUs defined by Donohue. The
2015 lots from the modern surface down through Lupe Fiasco Floor are listed in bold letters. The
descriptions provided here are of the new excavations.
AU1-Modern Surface of Stucture 26/Humus. Lots excavated: A1, B1, C1, D1, E1, F1, G1, H1, H10,
I1. This context was encountered in an expansion of the existing Unit H to the north, which limited this
year’s excavations to a 3 by 1 m unit (see unit map). The humus was excavated down to the level of
some large rocks located in the south end of the unit. These stones may be part of a paved stone altar
identified as Feature 2 by Donohue.
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AU2-Collapse. Lots excavated: A2, A3, B2, C2, D2, E2, F2, F3, G2, H2, H3, H11, I2. The pile of
stones at the top of the unit was evidently collapse from the structure, which were removed as a
separate lot. Excavations stopped at the top of Outkast Floor.
AU58- Humus and Collapse. Lots excavated: G6. Unit G was expanded to the north to encompass
a total area of 2 by 3m by excavating a 1 by 1.5m section between Units G and I. A pile of stones was
encountered by excavators in the southeast corner of the expansion, possibly a remnant of the cobble
altar (Feature 2) encountered by Donohue in 2013; however, they were removed before a photograph
or drawing could be made.
AU45- Feature 11. Lots excavated: G7. This is a posthole cut into Outkast Floor that extends
down into Missy Elliot Floor; it is located to the east of Burial 18. This posthole was identified in the
profile cut by previous excavations. About half of the posthole was excavated, but not identified, in
2013 within Unit I, which is now part of the expanded Unit G. The posthole was likely about 45 cm in
diameter originally.
AU47-Feature 7, a Posthole. Lots excavated: H17, H18. This feature consists of a posthole
excavated into Outkast floor and covered by stones. It is approximately 60 cm in diameter and 40 cm
deep. In Lot H17, we removed the stone cap and in Lot H18 we excavated the contents of the posthole
down to the level of Lupe Fiasco Floor, where the posthole terminated. The postmold contained a piece
of red stucco and an ashy, dark soil. A carbon sample was collected from this deposit. A small
concentration of ceramics were found resting on Missy Elliot Floor next to the posthole. These were
collected separately as Feature 10. Because these ceramics were associated with an earlier floor, it is
not likely that the ceramics relate to the construction of the posthole.
AU3-Outkast Floor and Deposits. Lots excavated: F4, G3, G8, H4, H12, H19, I3. Excavations of this
context continued in a 1 by 1.5m extension of Unit G, a 1 by .5 m extension of Unit H to the north, and
an additional 1 by 1 m expansion to the east that surrounded Feature 7. LeCount’s ceramic analysis
(2015) places this analytical unit in the Floral Park phase. The floor itself consists of nice lime plaster laid
over a limestone pebble ballast. The ballast covers a ceramic cache (Feature 10) located on top of Missy
Elliot Floor.
AU46-Feature 10. Lots excavated: H20. This AU consists of a cache of ceramics placed directly on
Missy Elliot floor and not in a prepared pit (See Figure 2.5). It is located adjacent to the northern side of
Feature 7. Feature 7 was cut through Outkast Floor so that the posthole passed next to these ceramics.
It is not clear whether the two features were intended to be related or not. When they built Outkast
Floor, the Maya laid ballast and plaster right over the top of this feature.
AU4-Missy Elliot. Lots excavated: G4, G9, H5, H13, H14, H21, H22, I4. Excavations of this context
continued in a 1 by 1.5 m extension of Unit G, a 1 by .5 m extension at the north end of Unit H, and an
additional 1 by 1 m expansion to the east that surrounded Feature 7. The lime plaster floor is rough,
particularly under the ceramic cache (Feature 10). We noted some burning on the floor in the southeast
corner of the unit, extending into the unit walls. The floor ballast consists of larger limestone rocks and
cobbles (5-15cm) laid flat to create a nice pavement for the floor. The floor looked more eroded in the
western portion of Unit G and the ballast stones were generally smaller in size than those in the east. In
Unit H, Missy Elliot floor was better preserved and was removed in two lots: 1) plaster in Units H13 and
H21 and 2) nicely laid limestone ballast and some ceramics in Units H14 and H22.
AU5-Ice Cube Floor. Lots excavated: G10, H6, H15, H23, I5. Excavations of this context were
continued in a 1 by 1.5 m extension of Unit G, a 1 by .5 m extension at the north end of Unit H, and an
additional 1 by 1 m expansion to the east that surrounded Feature 7. The floor’s surface is not well
polished but it is fairly well preserved in sections of Unit H. It has small limestone pebble ballast.
LeCount’s ceramic analysis (2015) places this deposit in the Floral Park phase. This floor is separated
from Lupe Fiasco Floor below it by a thin layer of yellow soil collected as part of this AU. In Lot H23, we
indentified the face of Oriole Wall, a low, west-facing wall covered by Ice Cube and Missy Elliot Floors.
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This wall likely is the façade of some kind of summit architecture. However, it is located directly under
the later Marino Wall (associated with Outkast Floor, see Donohue 2014:132-134) at the eastern limits
of our 2015 excavations.
AU48-Feature 8- Posthole. Lots excavated: H24, H25, H26. This AU is a posthole in Lupe Fiasco
Floor that is located directly below the base of Feature 7, a later posthole. It is 73 cm deep, terminating
into the orange clay deposits of AU25. At the top, the hole has a distinct kidney bean shape, perhaps
from the post having been ramped into place and pulled upright into position. The posthole is 60 by 40
cm at its mouth and 40 by 40 cm at its base. The upper portions were filled with limestone and chert
rocks and five larger cobbles (15 to 20 cm diameter). These cobbles overlay a mound of plaster located
in the southwest corner of the hole. Below it were more stones and a flat piece of stucco packed down
to create a base, possibly to maintain the post’s stability.
AU 6-Feature 3, Burial 18. Lots excavated: Lots I6. LeCount’s ceramic analysis (2015) places this
deposit in the Floral Park phase. Although this feature crossed into Units H and G, all materials were
collected as part of Lot I6. Donohue (2014:146, 156) reported that three lots (H6, G6, and I6) were
defined to record this feature. To eliminate duplicate lot numbers, here we define only Lot I6 as part of
AU6. Lot H6 is a lot in AU5, and G6 is a lot in AU58.
AU8-Feature 5- Posthole. Lots excavated: H8. In the previous report (Donohue 2014:152), this
AU was mistakenly labeled as Lupe Fiasco Floor, although the description indicates a small posthole. The
excavated material consists of the fill within a small cut in the floor, a possible posthole, excavated down
for a few centimeters (Donohue 2013:146). It may have been named as a floor because 13 cm of Lupe
Fiasco was also removed in the lot. This posthole was approximately 30 cm in diameter.
AU49-Feature 6- a Posthole. Lots excavated: G11. This feature is located one meter west of the
hip/knee area of Burial 18 (AU6) dug into Lupe Fiasco Floor. It is capped by four cobbles measuring
approximately 10 to 15 cm and contains a few smaller rocks inside. The posthole slants to the northwest
and is filled with looser, organic soil, all of which was collected for flotation. In this report chapter, we
label this posthole Feature 6, although in his report chapter Donohue (2014:142, 144) labelled another
posthole (AU7) and a cluster of chert eccentrics as Feature 6. However, these feature numbers were not
recorded in his notes. Here AU7 is labeled Feature 21, while the cluster of eccentrics is not given a
feature number because these special finds were not collected as a discrete lot.
AU7-Feature 21-Posthole Feature and Fill. Lots excavated: F5. This was a 60 cm in diameter
circular cut in Lupe Fiasco Floor. It was approximately 50 cm deep and had a grinding stone deposited
near its base. Donohue (2014:142) labeled this Feature 6 in the text of his report. However, three
features have been labelled Feature 6 by the project, so we are renaming this posthole Feature 21. See
description of AU49 above.
AU9-Lupe Fiasco Floor and Fill. Lots excavated: F6, G12, H27, E3, H9. This AU was first excavated
across the full extent of the enlarged 2015 units. No units from 2013 reached this depth. As reported in
the description of AU5, the floor was capped by a thin layer of orange silty clay. Lupe Fiasco Floor was
unevenly preserved in Unit H. Additionally, the northern section of the floor has a rough surface and is
poorly preserved in Unit F where it nears the western edge of the preserved platform. The ballast is rich
with ceramics. As described above, Lupe Fiasco Floor was heavily modified by ritual activities and pit
features. Burial 18 was cut through Lupe Fiasco Floor and lower Santo Floor (see Figure 2.6). Some
possible postholes were noted in the middle of Unit G, including Feature 6. Several others were
identified, but were not excavated separately and therefore not given feature numbers. It is likely that
there were additionally capped postholes that we did not identify during excavations. Some appeared
as cylindrical concentrations of clay under a thin layer of plaster. Therefore, Lupe Fiasco Floor was
mended after the posts were removed. Previously recovered ceramic material from the fill suggested a
Floral Park phase construction. Oriole wall rests on this surface on the eastern side of Unit H (see Lot
H23).
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AU50-Feature 9-Floor Cut. Lots excavated: G13. This is a 20 by 20 cm square cut located directly
below a thin mend in the plaster of Lupe Fiasco Floor. It is distinguished from fill by a soft, red soil. Three
additional postholes were noted during excavations, but excavators removed them before they could be
recorded.
AU51-Feature 12- Posthole. G14. This is a small posthole, approximately 15 cm in diameter and
15 cm deep, that was dug into Santo Floor. At its base, it is packed with small pebbles (2-3cm) and then
filled with small stones, some chert flakes and a layer of soft, silty loam. Feature 12 terminated at the
surface of Luciano Floor.
AU18-Santo (Jay-Z) Floor and Fill. Lots excavated: E4, F7, G15, H28. The floor is a well-preserved
plaster floor encountered below Lupe Fiasco. Based on the superpositioning and preservation, it is likely
the same floor as Jay-Z Floor identified by Donohue in 2013. Excavations of the southern portions of
Unit G probably include material from the poorly preserved Rene Floor located below Santo (Jay-Z)
Floor, which could not be distinguished in those parts of our excavations. Feature 21, a posthole
identified in 2013, ends at the top of the ballast of this floor, as does Burial 18. Ceramics were common
in the top of the ballast.
AU21-Rene Floor. Lots excavated: G16, H29. This floor was better preserved in the northern
edge of Units H and G and not encountered in the southern sections. It was excavated as a separate lot
in the northwest corner of Unit G where a sample of carbon was recovered from the floor. Ceramics
were common in the ballast.
AU22-Luciano Floor. Lots excavated: F8, G17, H30. This is a poorly preserved, thick plaster floor
with only a few patches of polished plaster remaining and minimal ballast. A small patch of painted floor
was encountered in the middle of Unit G.
Staircases Five and Six and Structures 26-5th and 26-6th
In this section, we describe the earliest construction phases of Structure 26 as cohesive units. The two
staircases built during these phases, Red Hawk (Staircase 5; Structure 26-5th) and Small Stone (Staircase
6; Structure 26-6th), span the entire face of the structure, which allows us to associate these staircases
with both plaza and summit floors.
We reconstruct two sub-phases of the
Structure 26-5th staircase. The earlier
version (Structure 26-5th-b) consists of Red
Hawk Staircase, which was composed of
ten steps called, in order from top to
bottom: Lower Anhinga, Chachalaka, Loro,
Vulture, Red Hawk, Harpy Eagle, Pitch,
Dodo, Flycatcher and Seagull Steps. Many
of the steps at the top of the structure
were reused in later stair constructions as
discussed above. At the top of the
structure, Red Hawk Staircase is associated
with Armando Floor. At the base, the
earlier version was associated with the thin
but well-polished Felix Floor, the earliest
plaster plaza floor identified at the base of
Structure 26. Later, the base of Red Hawk
Staircase was modified in association with

Figure 2.8. Channel of Water Feature.
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a renovation to the surface of Plaza F to the level of Nelly Floor. Structure 26-5th-a continued to use the
upper eight stairs in Red Hawk Staircase. Flycatcher and Seagull Steps, on the other hand, were covered
by Kelvin Floor and an unusual construction referred to as the Water Feature (Figure 2.8). The Water
Feature refers to Two parallel single-course walls that appear to be facing each other creating a channel
that may have been used for water control (hence our name), located between Nelly and Kelvin Floors
at the base of the staircase. The western wall is known as Quetzal Wall and is topped by Nelly Floor. The
eastern wall, known as Water Feature Wall, effectively forms the first step of Structure 26-5th-a and
connects to Kelvin Floor, which runs over the tread of Flycatcher wall, effectively burying this step.
Small Stone Staircase was given its name because the stair risers were built of two to three courses of
stacked small stones while later staircases were built using larger stones in one to two courses. This
staircase consisted of nine steps, called from top to bottom: Tecolote, Lower Anhinga, Cojolito, Catbird,
Gallinola, Pella, Pisan, Chombo, and Paloma. At the base of the stairs, Paloma riser goes down to the
level of Felix Floor. The polished plaster of Felix Floor does not extend all the way to the step, but a
powdery lime fill does lip up to the basal course of Paloma suggesting a plaster floor was once present.
At the summit, the stairs are associated with Javier Floor, although much of the lime plaster is degraded.
The steps were constructed directly over a clay substrate distinct from the clay found below the plaza
floors. Felix Floor was constructed over an early deposit of mottled clay (AU41), while Javier Floor was
constructed over silty orange clay that covers the stair fill at the top of the structure.
There are two notable features on the summit of this construction stage. Feature 13 consists of
limestone stones in the southern portion of Units G and H that are associated with piles of jute and in
close proximity to a cached plate (Special Find 19). The stones cover an area of 1 by 2 m and were laid
flat into a rough pavement (Figure 2.9). This may have served as a crude altar. To the east of these
stones, we encountered an area where Javier Floor was burned and heavily eroded. This area also
included Special Find 19 (Figure 2.12) and the highest concentration of jutes found this year. In addition,
these stones were resting on an eroded portion of Javier Floor that Mixter originally interpreted as a cut.
Mixter now believes that the cut in Javier Floor resulted from natural erosion, not a cultural event.
However, the pile of stones and associated cultural materials likely point to some kind of ritual activity
that took place on Javier Floor during the occupation of Structure 26-6th. The other feature (Feature 14)
is a pit with a deposit of large
water jars discussed below.
Analytical Units
All lots, except those in bold, were
excavated in 2015.
AU 20-Nelly Plaza Floor.
Lots excavated: B14, B19, B21,
B24, A10. Nelly Plaza Floor is a
polished plaster floor that passes
under Brees Step and terminates
at the top of the east facing
Quetzal Wall of the Water Feature
(AU57). The floor is better
preserved in the southern
portions of the units. Nelly Floor
has a pebble ballast. It is built over

Figure 2.9. Feature 13, a possible altar.
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a cobble fill approximately 10 cm deep.
AU57- Kelvin Floor and Water
Feature. Lots excavated: B20, B22, B23.
We have combined the surfaces referred
to as Marl Mass and Sascab Floor in our
notes with the better polished Kelvin
Plaster into a single floor construction
spanning the space between Flycatcher
Wall and the Water Feature. Our
assumption is that these are rough
resurfacings of Kelvin Floor that were not
separated by a ballast or soil fill.
The Water Feature is a narrow
channel that passes north-south through
the center of Unit B (Figure 2.8). To the
west it is defined by the Quetzal Wall. To
the east, the water feature is defined by
Water Feature Wall, a line of cut stones
that effectively forms the basal step of
Structure 26-5th-a. The channel is
approximately 10 cm wide and 20 cm
deep and packed with a gray sediment
composed of clay and lime marl. Quetzal
and Water Feature Walls were
constructed out of a single course of
dressed limestone blocks of varying sizes.
Sections of the wall appear eroded.
AU 23-Armando Floor (possibly
Donohue’s Kid Cudi). Lots excavated: E6,
F9, G18, H31, H32. The fill of the floor is a
silty loam with a light (10YR 7/4) color and
small undressed limestone pebbles. A
carbon sample (#267) was recovered just
Figure 2.10. Red Hawk Staircase of Structure 26-5th.
below the floor and fill layer. In the
southern portions of Units G and H, the
floor overlies a deposit of large stones, while in the north it is over another degraded plaster floor
(Javier). In the southern portions of the unit, Armando Floor extends to Lower Anhinga Wall and was
thus part of Staircase 6 and Structure 26-6th.
AU 38-Red Hawk Staircase (Fifth Staircase). Lots Excavated: B25, C20, C21, C22, C24, C25, C26,
C30, D8, D9, D10, D11, E9, E10, E13. This AU comprises the Lower Anhinga, Chachalaka, Loro, Vulture,
Red Hawk, Harpy Eagle, Pitch, Dodo, Flycatcher, and Seagull Steps. These steps were made from cut,
powdery limestone blocks and packed marl/sascab (Figure 2.10). The stones are generally elongated,
ranging between 20 and 60 cm in length, and thin, ranging from 10 to 15 cm in height. They have a thick
lime mortar and some sections are entirely filled with marl/sascab, particularly Vulture Step. This
powdery material may represent deteriorating soft limestone or a particular construction technique in
this phase.
Identification of plaster treads was complicated by the plaster and marl fill of the Fourth
Staircase laying directly on these steps’ treads. However, the fill of Red Hawk’s steps was fairly distinct
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Figure 2.11. Lots 39F10 and F11-Feature 14. Upper and lower excavations of water jars by Santo
Penados Jr. and Rene Uck.
and consistent, so we exposed it throughout the staircase to confirm the synchronicity of construction
before removing the dressed stone of the risers. Plaster surfaces were identified on several steps.
Chachalaka, Loro, and Red Hawk Steps have similar fill consisting of a clayey brown soil topped by a
dense, pavement-like layer of flat limestone cobbles, over which a thick layer of plaster was spread.
At the top of the staircase, Lower Anhinga Step from the Sixth Staircase was reused with the
addition of two more course of stone placed over it. The whole section was slightly inset. At the base of
the staircase, Seagull Step initially served as the basal step. It articulates the staircase with the earlier
Felix Plaza Floor. The large, soft stones of this step match the style of construction of the remainder of
the staircase. Sometime later, Nelly (AU20) and Kelvin (AU57) Floors and the Water Feature were
constructed in the plaza at the base of the staircase. At this time, Dodo Step would have become the
basal step of the staircase.
AU40- Felix Plaza Floor. Lot excavated: B26. Felix Floor is approximately 5cm deep without
distinct ballast, outside of a few scattered limestone pebbles. It rests directly on the brown, mottled clay
of AU41. Plaster is only found in Unit B, presumably having deteriorated through the rest of the plaza.
Much of the floor was collected in a float sample.
AU52-Water Jar Feature. Feature 14. Lots excavated: F10, F11. This feature is a cut into Javier
Floor filled with a dense deposit of ceramics that appears to represent complete vessels (Figure 2.11).
The deposit was collected in two arbitrary levels to help identify the orientation of the vessels within it,
based on the position of the vessel parts. The rims were refit in the lab and they represent six or seven
water jars (see Appendix B for more information). Some jar mouths were identified on the east end of
the pit during excavations, perhaps having been knocked over. The vertical orientations of the rims at
the top of the deposit suggest in situ breakage of whole jars. The color of the fill soil was lighter, a 10YR
4/6, and it was collected for flotation.
AU53-Feature 13-Stone Feature. Lots excavated: G19, H32. This is a concentration of large
limestone stones (about 30 cm) located level with the southern exposed portions of Javier Floor. The
floor was either eroded or cut into by the stones. Some jutes were found stacked on the stones. All
material was collected as Unit G, even though it extended into Unit H as well (Figure 2.9, 2.12). A
striated brown dish was found at the eastern edge of the area of stones, placed upside-down on the
ground (Figure 2.13).
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Figure 2.12. Javier Floor features of Structure 26-6th.
AU54-Feature 15-Posthole. Lots excavated: E7.This is a 34 cm deep, 28 cm wide posthole
located on Javier Floor. Its fill is slightly different in color from the surrounding floor fill (10YR 4/4
brown).
AU24-Javier Floor. Lots Excavated: E8, F12, G20, H31. This is the ninth structure floor on the
summit of Structure 26. It sits directly on top of a layer of orange clay (AU25) and does not have
discernable stone ballast. It extends westward through Units H, G, and F and peters out at the beginning
of Unit E. A thin layer of limestone flecks, whether of deteriorated plaster or ballast pebbles, continues
to the top of Anhinga Step of the Sixth Staircase. The floor is either eroded or imbedded with large
(about 30 cm), undressed limestone stones in the southern part of Units G and H. Large amounts of jute

Figure 2.13. Lot 39H32-Special Find 19, a striated brown dish, probably Stumped Creek Striated:
Stumped Creek Variety. Photographs by Lisa LeCount.
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were recovered on these stones. Materials from this area of stones were excavated as Feature 13.
AU 39-Small Stone Staircase (Sixth Staircase). Lots excavated: C23, C27, C29, E11, D13.
Nine steps were identified as part of this staircase. These are from top to bottom: Tecollote, Lower
Anhinga, Cojolito, Catbird, Gallinola, Pella, Pisan, Chombo, and Paloma Steps. The stair risers were
constructed out of small, roughly rectangular cobbles packed closely together in two to three courses
(Figure 2.14). The stones range roughly from 15 to 30 cm in length, and the heights from 5 to 15 cm.
The fill under the treads of most steps consists of well-sorted small cobbles. The fill at the base of each
step, with the exception of Chombo, consisted of brown clay free of inclusions (AU59), a fact that
indicates that the lowest riser of each step was partially intrusive into the underlying clay and that the
treads were evened out with cobbles.
Tecollote step, located at the top of the structure in Unit E, was backed by a row of limestone
blocks of similar shape and size as the riser stones. Some appeared dressed and one was carved with a
deep groove. The fill of the treads of the remaining steps consisted of small, undressed cobbles. Lower
Anhinga, Cojolito, and Cat Bird Steps had better preserved plaster surfaces extending to the edge of the
risers, while the remaining stairs have disturbed surfaces and risers suggesting they were significantly
altered during later construction phases.
The base of the staircase where Paloma, Chombo, and Pisan steps are located is somewhat
difficult to interpret because of greater disturbance of these step’s treads and a large, irregular deposit
of lime sascab/plaster located below Chombo that was thought to form the surface of Paloma Step
during excavations. The plaster mass (lot C29) may have been a deteriorated façade to the early earthen
platform described below. However, without further evidence we assume that it was unusual fill
sediment used to stabilize the basal steps. Additionally, Chombo Step also was removed by excavators
before the Sixth staircase was fully exposed. However, based on its position within the unit and its
appearance, we believe it formed an intermediate step between Paloma and Pisan. Paloma step did not
have a well-formed façade at the time of excavation. Upon further analysis of the notes and profile, we
believe the facing stones were likely located just below Flycatcher step and were disturbed by later
construction.
Lower Anhinga was removed in one lot, together with the Catbird, Gallinola, and Cojolito Steps
(Lot D13). We suspect that the lower section of Anhinga had two construction episodes, one used with
the Sixth and the other with the Fifth Staircase, so this lot may be mixed.
AU31-Sixth Staircase Fill.
Lots excavated: C28, D14, E12. The
fill below the stair threads is mostly
free of inclusions except for a few
small rocks. The matrix consists
primarily of loose brown clay and
small amounts of more compacted,
yellow clay under summit floors. At
the base of the stair fill, we
encountered grayish brown soil with
dense, small-cobble inclusions. We
stopped the lot above these
inclusions although it appears in the
profile that the transition was a bit
higher and marked by an uneven
clay surface associated with Warbler
Figure 2.14. Small Stone Staircase of Structure 26-6th.
Terrace (AU28). We suspect that the
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Sixth Staircase Fill was not deposited for the construction of the stairs, but rather formed part of the
Warbler Terrace. Later, the steps were cut out of this fill and then finished with stone veneers. The
chronological placement of this AU needs to be clarified with artifact analysis and further excavations.
Structure 26-sub-1
Below the plaster floors and stone staircases of Structure 26, we encountered an early buried platform
with a cobble façade we call Brown Jay after its west wall. Brown Jay Platform appears to have been
constructed in at least two phases, Structure 26-sub-1-1st and 26-sub-1-2nd (see Figure 2.3). In the later
Structure 26-sub-1-1st phase, low terraces were added to the west of Brown Jay Wall, which was itself
raised by 20 to 30 cm. These architectural elements later were covered in a brown clay loam, and the
entire area, including the platform summit, was capped in silty orange clay (AU25). This layering of
orange clay on top of brown fill is characteristic of Brown Jay Platform and may indicate that the
platform was expanded rather than buried. There is no evidence of a later stone platform wall;
however, the construction of Structure 26’s stone staircases could have destroyed it.
Structure 26-sub-1-1st consists of the upper portion of Brown Jay Platform, small cobble architectural
elements (AU29) on its summit, two low terraces defined by Warbler (AU28) and Lark Wall (AU27), and
a slightly later intermediate step or terrace defined by Robin Wall (AU26). The small cobble architecture
is confined to the platform summit (Figure 2.15). Architectural elements are set in a silty orange clay,
like the one that covers Structure 26-sub-1. There are three small-stone walls, one of which defines a
low summit substructure named Guacamaya Platform. In addition, there is a small, circular altar (AU35,
Feature 22) placed next to Brown Jay Wall (the platform façade) in the northeast corner of Unit F.
Structure 26-sub-1-2nd, the earliest known stone architecture in this location, consists of two elements:
the initial stage of Brown Jay Platform (AU55) and an inclined limestone ramp (AU33) that leads up to it.
The analytical unit initially identified as Alvin Floor (AU34) also belongs to this stage. Alvin Floor appears
to be the tamped surface that served as a foundation for the construction of the ramp or possibly an
early occupation surface. The inclined limestone ramp may have served two purposes. First, it provided
access to the foot of Lower Brown Jay Platform. Second, this construction served to raise the height of
platform above the underlying earthen mound (Structure 26‐sub‐2) on both its eastern and western
sides. Because our excavations caught both sides of the limestone construction, we know that its

Figure 2.15. Views of Upper Brown Jay Platform with its façade wall, lower terraces and small cobble
architecture on the summit of Structure 26-sub-1-1st, after removal of Feature 22.
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original center was located in Unit F. Above the ramp, the Maya constructed Lower Brown Jay Platform
with a fill a dense clay fill packed behind Lower Brown Jay Wall. However, because Lower Brown Jay
Platform sits on AU33, the limestone incline is the earliest stone architectural element on the ridgetop.
The limestone ramp was created using small, densely packed limestone cobbles placed over larger
limestone stone and boulder fill (Figure 2.16). The pavement-like surface was not encountered east of
Brown Jay Wall, instead we encountered limestone fill composed of large stones (see Figure 2.2).
This finding indicates that the incline is not a product of disturbance from the construction of the
earliest staircase (Six) located to the west. Indeed, the staircase is located above it in Unit D, and
separated from.it by a brown clay loam fill (AU31). We suspect that the lowest point of the incline
(located in the western edge of Unit D) was not significantly disturbed by the stair construction;
however, this later modification does obscure interpretation of how the limestone ramp articulated with
early plaza occupation surfaces. The ramp slopes upward to the east towards Lower Brown Jay Platform.
Lower Brown Jay platform was made out of a brown clay fill and faced with medium sized cobbles.
There was no prepared plaster floor associated with either architectural element.
Analytical Units
AU25- Orange Clay Fill Above Str. 26-sub-1. Lots excavated: F13,F14, G21,H3. This AU consists of
the bright orange silty clay that covers the low cobble architecture on top of the Brown Jay Platform.
This fill extends from the eastern end of Unit H to the mid-line of Unit E where it ends just in front and
above Robin Wall. There are some small limestone pebble inclusions. The deposit is approximately 20
cm deep where it covers the Cobble Architecture (AU29) and about 10 cm deep over Robin Terrace
(AU26), gradually petering out toward Staircase Six. This clay fill may have served as a summit surface to
an expansion of Structure 26-sub-1, or may have been deposited as fill for the construction of Javier
Floor. The base of a posthole (AU48, Feature 8) was found in this AU; we first encountered Feature 8 on
Lupe Fiasco Floor (AU9). Although the furthest extent of the orange clay fill was evident during the
excavation of Unit E, it was not excavated as a separate lot in this unit, due to its thin and uneven
deposition.
AU35-Small Altar-Feature 22.
Lots excavated: F16. This is a small lot
without artifacts consisting of the small
altar of uncut stones plastered together
into a circular form (see Figure 2.18). It
is 35 cm in diameter and approximately
15 cm high, made of two courses of
stone. It is located just behind (east)
Brown Jay Wall, on the north edge of
Unit F. The stones of the lower course
are set a few centimeters into the
surface of Brown Jay platform (AU32) in
the same orange clay fill as the small
cobble architecture (AU29). No artifacts
were recovered in this lot.
AU29- Small Cobble
Architecture. Lots excavated: F18, F19,
Figure 2.16. Structure 26-sub-1-2nd. Lower portions of
G22, G23, G24, G25, G26, G27, H31b,
Brown Jay Wall with limestone cobble ramp.
H32b. This AU was defined and
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Figure 2.17. Photo of small cobble architecture.
recorded as three low cobble walls: Motmot, Guacamaya, and Toucanette (Figure 2.17). The cobbles are
small (10 to 25 cm long), unmodified chert cobbles stacked roughly in one to two courses. The walls are
approximately 15 to 20 cm tall with smaller cobbles stacked to match the height of larger cobbles. We
do not believe these cobble walls were substantially truncated by later construction, since the loose
stacking would not have supported much taller construction. The matrix within the cobble construction
is siltier than that of Orange Clay Fill (AU25) above it, and it contained inclusions of 2.5Y 8/6 (yellow) silt.
This AU was uncovered in Units H and G, extending partially into Unit F, to Brown Jay Wall. The
round altar of Feature 22 (AU35) also appears to related to these structures (Figure 2.17). It is unlikely
that the “walls” served as construction pens for retaining the silty clay fill matrix; rather, they may have
been low footings for superstructures on top of Upper Brown Jay Platform and narrow pathways
between them. In particular, Guacamaya and Toucannette Walls define a low platform infilled with
larger cobbles. It is located in the northeast corner of the excavations and encompasses two-thirds of
Units G and H. The Guacamaya Platform (Lots G26, G27, H32b) consists of a loose alignment of stones,
Guacamaya Wall, and a single fill layer of medium-sized cobbles (10 to 20 cm) and is approximately 25
cm tall (Figure 2.19). The cobbles of Guacamaya Wall rest on the remnants of Gray Clay Cap (AU30),
which slopes down about 20 cm in the easternmost meter of Unit H. While the western portion of
Guacamaya Wall consists of four large cobbles in a single course, the eastern portion located in Unit H
consists of smaller rocks and cobbles more tightly arrange in about four uneven courses. This latter
portion resembles a construction pen, probably meant to augment the size of the summit.
The narrow paths defined by Guacamaya, Toucanette, and Motmot Walls have loosely formed
pavements made out of small rocks and pebbles. These are located at a slightly lower grade than the
superstructure fill, and were not encountered below the fill of Guacamaya Platform. The narrow
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Figure 2.18. Plan map of small cobble architecture and altar of Structure 26-sub-1-1st.
walkway between Guacamaya and Motmot walls was scraped and bisected by excavators to identify
potential postholes. Only one possible shallow post mold was discerned near Guacamaya Wall, 110 cm
from the south and 58 cm from the east edge of Unit G. Two small overlapping pits (Feature 18 and 19),
up to 7 cm deep and 20 cm wide, were also found about 80 from the east edge of Unit G, halfway
between Motmot and Guacamaya Walls. Their contents were collected in their entirety as flotation
samples. Their fills were coarse reddish brown sand without visible artifacts.
AU30-Gray Clay Cap. Lots excavated: G28. This is a thin deposit of soft, gray clay without
inclusions located directly below Guacamaya Platform’s cobble footing and Motmot Wall (Figure 2.20).
This may have been a deliberately constructed surface. It is set on top of a layer of small rock inclusions
embedded in an orange clay matrix
(see AU32), possibly acting as ballast
for the gray clay. Because of this
stratigraphy, the clay cap is
potentially a degraded prepared
surface. Its remnants expanded into
Unit H, but were collected as a single
G28 lot.
AU26-Robin Wall and
Terrace. Lots excavated: E14, E15,
E16, E17, E18, E19, E20, F15, F17. The
terrace is defined by a low wall,
Robin, constructed out of small (up
to 20 cm) cobbles, set about 180 cm
west of Brown Jay Wall. Sparse
remnants of limestone pebbles along
the southern edge of Unit E, just east
of Robin Wall, suggest that a
prepared surface connected Robin to
Figure 2.19. Guacamaya Platform.
Brown Jay Wall, perhaps forming a
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paved lower terrace to Structure 26sub-1-1st. Two alignments of
cobbles, Mockingbird and Sparrow
Walls, run perpendicular to Robin
Wall within the body of the terrace.
They resemble small construction
bins. Smaller, densely packed
cobbles constitute the fill between
the walls, rising to slightly different
elevations within each section. The
fill is placed over an uneven, orange
clay surface with some limestone
flecking. Robin, Mockingbird, and
Sparrow Walls were all constructed
on this same surface, which appears
to form the surface of Warbler
Terrace (AU28).
AU 27-Lark Wall and
Figure 2.20. Gray clay cap.
Terrace. Lots excavated: E25, F20.
Lark is a low wall, approximately 20 cm tall, constructed up slope from Warbler Terrace and covered
over by Robin Terrace at a later time. It is capped by an uneven, orange clay surface that extends back to
Brown Jay Wall. The fill of the step is darker brown clay containing very few small cobbles compared to
the fill of Robin Terrace. The exposed portion of the wall consists of three large stones (30-40 cm wide)
with smaller stones stacked next to and above them. As such they resemble the construction of Warbler
Terrace described below.
AU 28-Warbler Terrace. Lots excavated: E21, E22, E24, E26, F21. Warbler Terrace overlies the
large limestone fill of AU33 with no discernable prepared surface encountered between them, but we
encountered densely packed cobbles at the base of its fill that were likely part of the inclined limestone
ramp of AU33. The terrace is defined by Warbler Wall, which is located two meters to the west of Brown
Jay Wall and is about 55 cm tall. It is constructed out of a mixture of small rocks and boulders up to 50
cm in length. A thin layer of orange clay forms its surface. The fill below the surface is consistently
brown with few cobble inclusions and more artifacts than found in the AUs above it.
AU32-Upper Brown Jay Fill (Structure 26-sub-1-1st). Lots excavated: G29, G30, G31, F24. The
surface of the Brown Jay Platform, below the small cobble architecture (AU29) consists of soft, silty clay
with silty white mottles. The fill consists primarily of a dark brown clay soil (10YR 4/3) with sparse, small
chert and limestone cobbles. Lots G30 and 31 were the last lots excavated over the entirety of Unit G.
Subsequent excavations focused on a 2 by 2 m area along the north edge of the unit. There appears to
be more than one internal fill layer within Upper Brown Jay, the fill of which is marked by bands of
different soil colors and shifting frequencies of cobble inclusions. However, it is unclear at this time if
these strata are different construction episodes or an artifact of the construction technique used to
build the platform in a single event.
We have separated the platform construction into multiple episodes-- Upper and Lower Brown
Jay Platforms---assuming two distinct construction phases of Structure 26-sub-1, rather than four as
suggested by the banding within the platform. Our separation into two levels was determined based on
the appearance of the upper courses of the Brown Jay Wall, which were inset further east than the
lower courses. The different courses also corresponded to soil color changes along this boundary.
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This separation is further supported
by the construction of Warbler and
Lark Walls, which rise
approximately to the base of Upper
Brown Jay Wall and presumably,
necessitated the addition of new
courses to Brown Jay Wall.
AU 55-Lower Brown Jay Fill
(Structure 26-sub-1-2nd). Lots
excavated F25, F26, G32, G33. At
the base of Lot G31, we
encountered a layer of soil with
limestone flecking that may have
been a surface of an early stage of
platform construction. Excavations
of the lower platform were carried
Figure 2.21. Limestone construction bin in Lot G36. Note the
out in a 2 by 2 m subsection of Unit
downward slope of the underlying earthen mound to the east.
G to the north of the main trench.
Rock inclusions are sparser in this AU than the ones preceding it and it contains a fair amount of
artifacts, among them a small jade fragment and a piece of polished coral (Special Finds 22 and 23). Like
the fill of Upper Brown Jay, there is a small band of mottled clay (10YR 4/4 with lighter 10YR 4/6
mottles) separating Lots G32 and G33. This may represent a distinct platform surface of an earlier stage
of construction, like the orange clay surfaces of Warbler and Lark Terraces, or may have been a
purposeful feature of the construction. The lowest part of the fill, lot G33, is deeper to the east, leveling
the downward slope of the Limestone Fill (AU33) below.
AU33-Limestone Fill. Excavated lots: D15, E23, E27, E28, E29, E30, E31, F22, F23, F27, G34, G35,
G36. The limestone fill is variable in appearance along the length of the trench in terms of inclusion size.
However, in general, the natural limestone slabs, blocks, and cobbles are set in a consistent gray, silty
clay matrix. In the western edge of Unit E and partially into Unit D, the inclusions are small, densely
packed limestone cobbles (1-10cm) that formed a ramp sloping upward toward Brown Jay Wall to the
east. Below Warbler Platform, in Units E and F, small cobbles are scattered among large slabs of
limestone and dressed stone. Some of the largest slabs (two measured 80 by 30 cm and 60 by 48 cm)
were set on their sides in the fill resembling burial cysts to the excavators. Careful excavation and fine
mesh screening however recovered no bones, which indicate they were intentionally set this way for
construction purposes. Perhaps they functioned as construction pens. Few artifacts were recovered in
this fill, except the beads and jade of Special Find 24 discussed below.
In Unit G, the limestone fill slopes downward to the east indicating that the shape of this fill
mapped onto the earthen mound below it. Our identification of construction bins in Unit G indicate that
this limestone was intentional construction, not just an aggregation of stone (Figure 2.21).
AU34-Alvin Floor. Excavated lots: D16, D17. This is a tamped clay surface encountered at the
base of Unit D below a shallow layer of dense cobbles from AU33. It is gray in appearance and overlies
the Cunil Clay Fill (AU41). Although it initially appeared to be a degraded plaster floor, the distinctive
appearance of the surface may be due to the decomposition of the gray, limestone matrix of the above
fill (AU33). Given the weight of the limestone fill it is not surprisingly that this surface is uneven with
dramatic dips and rises, particularly below the larger fill stones of Unit E and F. It appears that the
Special Find 24 beads and jade (Figure 2.22) were deposited on this surface at the edge the larger stones
of the Limestone Fill in Unit E. They were located 40 cm from the north and 80 cm from the west edge of
Unit E in a small pile. The Special Find consists of nine shell beads and a small jade fragment.
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Figure 2.22. Special Find 24 beads and jade, in situ and washed.
Structure 26-sub-2 and Cunil Deposits
Buried beneath the inclined Limestone Fill (AU33), we found a deposit of mottled clay with small
artifacts. This mottled clay is similar to that found beneath Felix Floor in Units A, B, and C. Because the
clay in Unit E is 1 m higher than Felix Floor, we suggest this buried anthropogenic strata is an early
earthen mound (Structure 26-sub-2). Within this construction, we encountered an in situ deposit of
Cunil ceramics (AU42, Feature 20). Within Structure 26-sub-2, we encountered three additional
features: a small stack of limestone (AU43, Feature 16), a deep clay pit (Feature 23), and a shattered
chert cobble (AU36, Feature 17). Except for the chert cobble, the features associated with this
construction are all located in a line along the north edge of the excavation trench, a fact that confirms
the central axis of Structure 26 was first established in Cunil times. The central axis remained in the
same location throughout the occupation of Structure 26 as evidence by the location of Preclassic burial
(B18) encountered near the summit of the Terminal Preclassic structure (Donohue 2014:142).
We were not able to excavate into the mound in Unit D due to time constraints, so the
articulation between the mound summit and plaza level is not well understood. It is possible that the
clay at the plaza level was deposited first and the mound built up later. A large clay pit (Feature 23) was
dug though the clay fill in the plaza, possibly prior to the construction of the earthen mound. Because of
this pit, we have placed lots from Unit E into a separate Analytical Unit from those in Units A, B, and C,
despite the similar appearance of the clay.
Analytical Units
AU42-Earthen Mound (Structure 26-sub-2) and Feature 20. Lots excavated: E32, E33, F28. We
reached a layer of clay fill spanning Units A through F, but only excavated into it in Unit B, and in 1 by 2
m portions of Units A, C, and E. At this point in the season, we had begun to run out of time. This deposit
consists of a compact clay, generally a 10YR 4/6 mottled with 10YR 3/3 and 5/8, with frequent small
flecks of red, green, and black clay. Very few small rock inclusions were encountered. Small amounts of
chert lithics were recovered throughout suggesting this was not natural clay, but rather a cultural
deposit. As mentioned above, the point of articulation between the clay deposited at a lower elevation
in Units A, B, and C, and the clay at a higher elevation in Unit E was not excavated, so the two contexts
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Figure 2.23. Lot 39E33-Feature 20 in situ and the
Ardagh Orange-brown jar rim reconstructed.

are described separately for the time being. Flecks and small chunks of carbon were more common in
this AU than the lower fill of AU41, but these were likely derived from the burning associated with
Feature 20. Both this earthen mound and the later Lower Brown Jay platform (Structure 26-sub-1-2nd)
augmented the natural ridgetop to form the earliest stages of the mound.
Feature 20, a ceramic deposit, was located 165 cm below Datum 4, on the northern edge of Unit
E, 30 cm from its west edge. Lot E33, excavated above Feature 20, had a slightly looser fill with a greater
concentration of carbon, especially in the western section of the unit, over an area of one square meter.
There is no indication of a disturbance in the profile above Feature 20 to suggest that the feature was
dug into an existing mound. Therefore, it is possible that this was a foundational deposit for the
construction of the mound. Simova thinks that the ceramics were resting on a compact clay surface,
which was either within Structure 26-sub-2 or underneath it. In the profile, Simova thinks this compact
surface is represented as the base of the excavations in Unit E. Further excavations are needed to
determine if the deposit corresponds to a rise in the natural clay or was embedded within the earthen
mound during or after its construction. We collected a large amount of carbon from the lot, including a
concentration of carbon chunks just above the ceramic deposit of Feature 20 (Special Find 26). It has
been radiocarbon dated to 1124-1013 cal B.C. (2895+ 15 B.P.; UCIAMS166071). The clay below the
ceramics appeared hardened and may have been a tamped surface. However, given the burnt feature,
the hardened clay may indicate localized burning at the base of the Earthen Mound.
Feature 20 was reconstructed in the lab (Figure 2.23) and was typed by LeCount as a Ardagh
Orange-brown jar rim very similar to the burned vessel in Structure 41’s Feature 6 (Mixter 2012:92,
Figure 5.16). The ceramics recovered from Lot 39E32, the clay fill above Feature 20, include 19 plain
ware sherds, 5 Ardagh Orange-brown sherds, 8 ash ware sherds, 1 ash ware rim, 2 Uck Red Type:
Unspecified Orange sherds, and 2 very tiny pieces of Mars Orange ware, possibly mixed in from later
contexts above.
AU41-Cunil Clay Fill. Lots excavated: A11, A12, B27, C28, C31, C32, C33. As previously
mentioned, this AU was excavated below the plaza surfaces in 1 by 2 m subsections on the northern
edge of Units A, B and C. The fill consists of a compact clay, generally a 10YR 4/6 mottled with 10YR 3/3
and 5/8 with frequent small flecks of red, green, and black clay.
The Maya dug a large clay pit (Feature 23) though this clay fill, possibly prior to the construction
of the Earthen Mound (Structure 26-sub-2). Excavators were not able to distinguish it during
excavations, but it is clearly visible in the north profile in the east corner of Unit C. No concentrations
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of artifacts were noted in the area, but Lots
C32 and C33 may contain mixed ceramic
materials. The pit is approximately 55 cm
deep and at least 80 cm wide measured from
portions remaining in the north profile (Figure
2.2).
AU43-Feature 16-Stack of Limestone
Rocks. Lots excavated: C34. The feature
consists of a stack of undressed, flat
limestone stones located about 40 cm west of
the base of the clay pit discussed above on
the north edge of Unit C. There were five
stones in the pile with an additional stone
recovered below them, separated by a few
centimeters of clay (Figure 2.24). More stones
Figure 2.24. Lot 39C34-Feature 16, a stack of
are visible in the profile wall. However, no
limestone rocks.
artifacts were encountered in this deposit.
AU36-Feature 17-Shattered Chert
Cobble. Lots excavated: C35. This feature consists of a shattered chert cobble deposited above natural
clay. It was recovered in the south profile of Unit C. The depth was 230 cm below Datum 4 at the top of
the natural clay. We consider this a cultural feature since cobbles are not present on the ridgetop,
therefore, this shattered cobble had to be intentionally deposited here. This may have served as a small
altar. Alternatively, it may represent the base of a posthole with the stones used to stabilize a post.
AU44-Natural clay. Lots excavated: C36. We dug down to natural clay in 1 by 2 m sections of
Units A and C at the base of Structure 26. The natural clay was distinguished from culturally deposited
clay by a more compact texture and smooth, shiny fresh-fracture surfaces. Medium to large zones of
black and red clay were present. Within this limited exposure at the base of the structure, the natural
clay appears fairly flat and not artificially leveled. The last stone of Feature 16 and the chert cobble of
Feature 17 are set directly on top of natural clay in Unit C. Lot 39A12, which we placed with the Cunil Fill
AU is likely a mixture of natural clay and the Cunil clay fill.
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Appendix 2.A.1: Harris Matrix
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Appendix 2.A.2: Analytical Units
AU
1
2

AU Name
Modern Surface
Collapse

3
4
5
6
7

Outkast Floor and Fill
Missy Elliot Floor
Ice Cube Floor
Burial 18
Feature 21- Posthole and
Feature Fill
Feature 5- Posthole
Lupe Fiasco Floor and Fill
Biggie Plaza Floor
Tupac Plaza Floor and
Fill
Structure 26-1st
Construction Fill
Kanye Plaza Floor
Kanye Plaza Fill
McCoy (Second)
Staircase
Feature 4- Ceramic
Cache
Dengue Plaza Floor
Santo (Jay-Z) Floor and
Fill
Brees (Third) Staircase
Nelly Plaza Floor
Rene Floor
Luciano Floor
Armando Floor
Javier Floor
Clay Fill Above Str. 26sub-1
Robin Wall and Terrace
Lark Wall and Terrace
Warbler Wall and
Terrace
Small Cobble
Architecture
Gray Clay Cap
Sixth Staircase Fill

8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31

Lots
A1, B1, C1, D1, E1, F1, G1, H1, H10, I1
A2, B2, C2, D2, E2, F2, G2, H2, I2, A3, F3, H3, H11,
I2.
F4, G3, G8, H4, H12, H19, I3
G4, G9, I4, H5, H13 H14, H21, H22
G10, H6, H15, H23, I5
I6
F5

TPQ
LC II
LC

H8
E3, F6, G12, H9, H27
A4
A5

Undetermined
Floral Park
LC I?
EC

A6, B3, B4, B5, B6, B7, C3, C4, C5, C6, C7, C8, D3

Floral Park

A7
A8
B8, B9, B11, C9, C10, C11, D4, D5

Floral Park?
Undetermined
Floral Park

B10

Floral Park

A9, B12
E4, F7, G15, H28

Mt. Hope?
Mt. Hope?

B13, B15, B16, B17, C12, C13, C14, C17, D5, D6
A10, B14, B19, B21, B24
G16, H29
F8, G17, H30
E6, F9, G18, H31
E8, F12, G20, H33
F13, F14, G21, H34

Mt. Hope?
Mt. Hope?

E14, E15, E16, E17, E18, E19, E20, F15, F17
E25, F20
E21, E22, E24, E26, F21
F18, F19, G22, G23, G24, G25, G26, G27, H30b,
H31b, H32b
G28
C28, D14, E12
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Floral Park
Undetermined
Floral Park
Floral Park
Undetermined

32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
50
51
52
53
54
55
57
58

Upper Brown Jay
Platform Fill (Structure
26-sub-1-1st)
Limestone Fill
Alvin Floor
Small Altar-Feature 22
Feature 17-Chert Cache
Toucan (Fourth)
Staircase
Red Hawk (Fifth)
Staircase
Small Stone (Sixth)
Staircase
Felix Plaza Floor
Cunil Clay Fill
Earthen Mound
(Structure 26-sub-2) and
Feature 20
Feature 16
Natural Clay
Feature 11- Posthole
Feature 10- Ceramic
Cache
Feature 7- Posthole
Feature 8- Posthole
Feature 6- Posthole
Feature 9- Floor Cut
Feature 12- Posthole
Feature 14- Water Jar
Feature
Feature 13- Stone
Feature
Feature 15- posthole
Lower Brown Jay
Platform Fill (Structure
26-sub-1-2nd)
Kelvin Floor and Water
Feature
Humus and Collapse

G29, G30, G31, F24
D15, E23, E27, E28, E29, E30, E31, F22, F23, F27,
G34, G35, G36
D16, D17
F16
C35
B18, C15, C16, C18, C19, D7, D12
B25, C20, C21, C22, C24, C25, C26, C30, D8, D9,
D10, D11, E9, E10, E13
C23, C27, C29, D13, E11
B26
A11, A12, B27, C28, C31, C32, C33
E32, E33, F28
C34
C36
G7
H20
H17, H18
H24, H25, H26
G11
G13
G14
F10, F11
G19, H32
E7
F25, F26, G32, G33
B20, B22, B23
G6
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Appendix 2.B. Water jar rims from Lot 39F10 and F11-Feature 14, by Lisa LeCount.
All type-variety designations are preliminary.
Jar 1. Old River Unslipped: Variety
Unspecified. 16 ½ cm rim
diameter.

Jar 2. Probably Aguacate Orange: Variety
Unspecified (Matte-finished). 16
cm rim diameter.

Jar 3. Probably Aguacate Orange:
Aguacate Variety. 17 cm rim
diameter.

Jar 4. Stumped Creek Striated: Stumped
Creek Variety.

Jar 5. Old River Unslipped: Old River
Variety. 16 cm rim diameter.

Jar 6. Stumped Creek Striated: Variety
Unspecified. 19 cm rim diameter.

Jar 7. Probably Stumped Creek Striated:
Stumped Creek Variety. 17 cm
Rim diameter.
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Chapter 3: Initial Excavations at Structure 23 in Actuncan’s E-Group
Theresa Heindel (University of California, Riverside)
The main goal of the 2015 field season of the Actuncan Archaeological Project was to find the earliest
architectural stages of the E-group. E-groups, consisting of western and eastern structures fronting a
plaza, are the earliest known public architecture on many ancient Maya sites (Inomata et al. 2013). In
2013, axial excavations at Actuncan’s E-group focused on the eastern platform (Structure 26) and its
central pyramid (Structure 27) (Donahue 2014). There, Terminal Preclassic (200 B.C. to A.D. 250)
construction stages and caches were found down to 1.4 m in both structures, but the project did not
reach sterile. Earlier architecture has been found in other areas of the site, and therefore, the project
expected to find Late and Middle Preclassic construction stages in the E-Group. Eight plaster floors
dating from the Middle to Terminal Preclassic periods were found in the center of the E-group plaza
(Mixter and Craiker 2013), and excavations underneath Structure 41 just to the south documented the
presence of an in situ Cunil cache and possible structure (Mixter 2012; Mixter and LeCount 2013). For
these reasons, there is a high probability that earlier platforms are buried below the terminal stage of
Actuncan’s E-group buildings.
This year, the Project targeted the plaza-side flanks of the eastern and western buildings (Figure 3.1),
locations where early platforms and staircases have been found at other sites (Inomata et al. 2013;
LaPorte and Fialko 1990). Staircases often provide abundant artifacts for dating civic construction and
activities because they were the location of feasting, dancing, performances, presentations, offerings
and sacrifices (Brown et al. 2011; Reents-Budet 2001). Interestingly, researchers (Inomata et al. 2013;
LaPorte and Fialko 1995) have found that the western structures of E-Groups may contain the earliest
buildings, possibly because they were fixed locations on the landscape for sighting important sacred
mountains or celestial bodies on the eastern horizon at dawn and dusk.
Structure 23: Operation 49
Structure 23 is a steep structure that forms the western side of Actuncan’s E-Group, the formal civic
zone made up of Structures 23, 26 and 27 (Mixter 2014:17). Structure 23’s orientation is similar to
Structures 26 and 27, but differs from the
orientation of the site in general (Mixter
2014:25). Mapping in the 2013 field
season showed that the orientation of
Structure 23’s eastern terrace conformed
to the orientation of Structure 26 at 22
degrees west of north (Mixter 2014:20);
however, the form of Structure 23 may
not be as simple as previously conceived.
James McGovern’s map reconstructs the
structure as a pyramid measuring 11 m tall
based on the identification of a wide
terrace on the structure’s eastern side.
David Mixter (2014:20) however has
argued that the eastern terrace is the only
Figure 3.1. Placement of Operation 49 units on
feature that permits the structure to be
Structure 23.
mapped as a pyramid. He found that it
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was difficult to identify the corners of the structure and proposed that it may be more conical or
octagonal in shape. However, this is probably not the case since western E-Groups structures, such as
those at Tikal and Uaxactun, are often radial with large outset staircases on each side (LaPorte and
Fialko 1995; Laporte and Valdés 1993). Given these facts, Actuncan’s Structure 23 was probably a radial
structure because the collapse of outset staircases on all four sides would have obscured the mound’s
original shape and created a rounded mound (Mixter 2014:20). The wide eastern terrace may have
been a later addition added in the Classic period.
Excavations focused predominately on the eastern flank of Structure 23 directly opposite Structure 26’s
staircase, including Units A, B, D, and E. One unit (C) however was located on the northern side of the
structure. Excavations in Units A and B revealed two main construction phases, Structures 23-2nd and 233rd. The two phases were characterized by a series of steps with evidence of plaster, some with plaster
on both the treads and risers. Structure 23-3rd in particular was covered in well-preserved plaster, while
the steps of Structure 23-2nd mostly contained eroded bits of plaster. Excavations into Structure 23-2nd
revealed five steps with each riser measuring between 20 and 25 cm high, totaling about 2 m in height.
Structure 23-3rd was found within Units A and B and consisted of six steps with each riser measuring
roughly 40 cm high, totaling about 2.5 m in height. In addition, cut-limestone blocks were added onto
one of Structure 23-2nd’s steps to create a circular stairblock at some point before the construction of
Structure 23-3rd. Although there was not enough time to excavate deeper into the structure, two plaster
floors were found below Structure 23-3rd indicating the presence of at least one more construction
phase. The extent of Structure 23-4th however is as-of-yet unknown.
Methods
Excavations focused on understanding the shape of Structure 23, as well as its construction history. As a
result, 2 x 2 m and 1 x 2 m units were placed on what was presumed to be the centerline of both the
northern and eastern portions of the structure. Although the centerline was discovered in the eastern
excavations, its location on the northern side remains a mystery. A staircase was never found in Unit C,
so either the unit was not located on the centerline of the building or the building was so drastically
remodeled or looted for stones in later prehistory that the northern staircase was totally removed.
Structure 23 excavations were all part of Operation 49 with original placement of Units A, B, C laid out
by David Mixter and excavations begun by Borislava Simova. Lots were almost exclusively excavated
according to cultural strata, many of which were large given the size of the architecture. Analytical units
contain lots associated with each construction phase that consist of fill found between staircases,
terraces or floors. While some lots contained multiple soil color changes, variably colored soils are
argued to belong to the same analytical unit. New lots were not created solely on changes in soil color.
A Harris Matrix of Operation 49 can be found in the appendix (Figure 3.A.1) that details the stratigraphic
superposition of each analytical unit encountered.
Initially, all architectural elements, such as walls and floors, were considered discrete objects and given
names. Later, these elements were combined into steps and staircases. This procedure avoided
assumptions regarding the architecture of Structure 23 (i.e. its shape as a pyramid). I also differentiated
between architectural elements with and without plaster. Walls were characterized as a “vertical linear
unit of construction that has two parallel faces” (Loten and Pendergast 1984:16) with clear evidence of
cut (or “dressed”) limestone. In actuality, the majority of walls were the risers of a step. On top of (and,
occasionally covering) some walls were plaster floors that created the tread of a step, especially in
Structure 23-3rd. However, plaster floors not associated with steps were also found associated with
Structure 23-3rd. In addition, one stairblock was uncovered (most likely related to Structure 23-2nd) that
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was defined as a “type of platform or bench-like unit, set in or on a stair” (Loten and Pendergast
1984:13). While detailed ceramic analyses must be conducted to complete a chronological sequence for
Structure 23, preliminary analysis suggests both construction phases revealed during 2015 excavations
are from the Terminal Preclassic period (LeCount, personal communication 2015).
Structure 23-1st
We found no clear evidence of Structure 23-1st on either the northern or eastern sides of Structure 23.
The first two or three analytical units of Units A, B and C contained large amounts of tumbled stones
collapsed from above. While extension units (D and E) were created in an attempt to find the terminal
stairs of Structure 23-1st, their excavations also resulted in finding collapse debris just below the humus
layer. This material was characterized by chert cobbles, and very few cut-limestone facing stones were
found. Below the collapse debris in Units A, B, and D, however, we found in situ fill consisting of a mix of
dressed limestone fragments and chert cobbles. The presence of fill below the collapse debris indicates
that the terminal façade was completely gone before the building collapsed completely. It is likely that
the terminal stairs were ripped out, probably in the Terminal Classic, for construction elsewhere.
Robbing of stones would have led to the building’s catastrophic collapse and a steep-sided shape. The
collapse debris was between 20 and 40 cm deep depending on the unit. While the collapse debris on the
east side of the structure (Units A and B) was followed by changes in soil matrix and inclusion (cobble)
size, on the north side (Unit C) fill was identified largely by a soil change. It was assumed that the fill on
the north side of Structure 23 would mirror the east side in both composition and depth, but Unit C’s
soil matrix never changed. This indicates that fill was found from the top of the unit to its base.
Structure 23-2nd
The first cut-limestone elements found in Op 49 were part of the penultimate construction phase of
Structure 23 and its staircase, which we call Staircase 1. It is made up of five steps, called Pop Wall, Sek
Wall/Imix Floor, Wo’ Wall, Sip Wall, and Zotz Wall from top to bottom. A later stairblock (with
reconfigured parts of Sek Wall and Imix Floor used in the stairblock’s construction) marked the
centerline of the penultimate structure on its east side. These steps terminate at Ik’ Floor at the bottom
of the excavation.
A wall of cut-limestone blocks, called Pop, was first found in Lot B3. Plaster found south and below Pop
Wall was called Imix Floor. It is probable that Pop Wall made up the top-most step encountered in the
penultimate staircase, while Imix Floor created the tread of a lower step associated with Sek Wall (as the
riser) (Figure 3.2). It is possible however that Imix Floor was laid down at the same time as Xul and
Yaxk’in Walls (which formed the north and south walls of the stairblock), and that Sek was a lone step
created before the construction of Structure 23-2nd (but after Structure 23-3rd) and thus not associated
with the original staircase.
A stairblock was found in the middle of Unit B with Xul forming its northern sidewall, Yaxk’in its southern
sidewall and Sek its front (see Figure 3.3). Excavations below Xul and Yaxk’in, as well as those into the
collapse debris above Sek, negated the possibility that this configuration was part of an outset staircase.
Sek Wall continued to run north to south across the entirety of Unit B as opposed to simply abutting the
stairblock. As a result, I suggest that Sek was originally a step of the penultimate staircase associated
with Structure 23-2nd, and later, a circular stairblock was created by adding Xul and Yaxk’in Walls to it.
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Figure 3.2. Structure 23-2nd elevation drawing.
Because Imix Floor was highly eroded, however, it is unclear as to whether Imix Floor was created in
conjunction with the stairblock or whether it was part of the original Structure 23-2nd staircase.
No other plaster floors associated with the treads of steps were found in Structure 23-2nd’s Staircase 1
but the unambiguous configuration of cut-limestone elements suggests that Wo’, Sip, and Zotz Walls
made up three more descending steps
below Sek. Ik’ Floor was found to the
east of (and further down from) Zotz
Wall and it contained much more wellpreserved plaster than Imix Floor. In
addition, Ik’ Floor’s plaster lipped up to
connect to Zotz Wall and it undulated as
it moved away from the riser suggesting
it was the floor of a short medial terrace
(see Figure 3.2). Based on the steepness
of the steps, it is probable that more
steps could have been constructed
below Ik’ Floor, possibly in association
with Muwan Wall (see further discussion
below). Ik’ Floor was found to be thicker
(roughly 20 cm) than the floors
Figure 3.3. Structure 23-2nd stairblock.
described as tread of steps (which were
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Figure 3.4. Units 49A and B south wall profile.
closer to 10 cm in thickness) and was much more well-preserved than the plaster floors identified as
step treads. These facts indicate that the Ik’ Floor may have been a terrace floor rather than part of a
step. Due to lack of time and resources, we did not continue down past the second lot in Unit E. Thus it
is unclear as to whether there was a wall (i.e. rise of a step) associated with Ik’ Floor.
In the south profile of Structure 23 (Figure 3.4), Ik’ Floor is missing since excavations did not continued
underneath it, although architectural elements found in the rest of Units A and B can be seen in the
stratigraphy (Figure 3.5). What should be noted in the profile is the fact that Structure 23-1st’s fill (and
collapse above it) can be seen in Unit B, while in Unit A much of Structure 23-2nd’s architectural
elements are visible because they remained more intact under the fill of 23-1st. Attempts were made to
follow Sek Wall to the north by opening Unit D, but the majority of the unit was filled with collapse
debris made up of chert cobbles, thus making architecture difficult to see. This unit was closed after
excavating down about 110 cm.
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Figure 3.5. Two views of Structure 23-2nd structural elements.
Structure 23-3rd
Below Structure 23-2nd’s architectural elements was a layer of fill (AU 6) covering Structure 23-3rd.
Roughly 150 cm deep, the fill was made up of some chert cobbles, but mostly dressed and undressed
limestone fragments. The architecture consists of staircase elements, called Staircase 2, that include six
steps: Ak’bal Floor/Yax Wall, Sak’ Wall, K’an Floor/Keh Wall, Chikchan Floor/Mak Wall, Kimi
Floor/K’ank’in Wall, and Manik Floor/Pax Wall.
The first clear evidence of Structure 23-3rd’s Staircase 2 was the appearance of Ak’bal Floor and Yax
Wall, making up the top-most step encountered in Units A and B (see Figures 3.6 and 3.7). Ak’bal’s
plaster was much more well-preserved than Structure 23-2nd’s floors above it, and Yax Wall contained
larger cut-limestone blocks than those making up Staircase 1. In addition, Yax Wall’s cut-limestone
blocks rose above its stair tread (Ak’bal Floor), possibly due to heavy foot traffic that wore down of the
floor. Further down the front of the step (Yax Wall), we encountered pieces of plaster mixed with soil
that may have been another heavily used plaster floor. This possibility is further supported by the
appearance of an eroded wall, called Sak’, that likely made up another step. Further down the staircase
were K’an Floor and Keh Wall, Chikchan Floor and Mak Wall, Kimi Floor and K’ankin’ Wall, and Manik
Floor and Pax Wall. Similar to Yax Wall, Keh, Mak and Pax rose above their plaster floors further
suggesting that the steps of Structure 23-3rd were heavily trafficked.
In an attempt to uncover more steps associated with Staircase 2, excavations into Unit A uncovered a
number of plaster floors: Lamat, Muluk and Ok. Lamat Floor was found above Manik Floor/Pax Wall
Step, and Ok Floor was at a similar height to Manik Floor. However, Manik Floor and Ok Floor did not
touch, but were separated by dark, clay loam. Digging into this clay loam for about 40 cm led to
uncovering Muluk Floor. Muluk Floor may continue under Lamat Floor, given that we found a segment
of plaster floor below Lamat at roughly the same depth of Muluk. Due to time constraints, we were
unable to take out Pax Wall, but the two parts of Muluk Floor appeared to go underneath Manik
Floor/Pax Wall step as well. Interestingly, Muluk and Ok Floors were most likely built before the
construction of Structure 23-3rd given the position of the steps associated with Kimi Floor/K’ank’in Wall
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and Manik Floor/Pax Wall. Additionally, Lamat
Floor was found covering the step associated with
Manik Floor/Pax Wall; therefore, it would have
been laid down after the construction of the
Structure 23-3rd staircase but before the fill
covering Structure 23-3rd.
Lamat Floor was a heavily eroded plaster floor on
its western side and, as a result, a portion of it was
excavated by accident. Its profile could be seen in
the south sidewall. It appears to have been
constructed on top of Manik Floor and below
Muwan Wall and, possibly under Ik Floor.
Unfortunately, Ik’ was not fully excavated due to
attempts to avoid the collapse of Unit A’s eastern
sidewall. The eastern-most part of Lamat floor,
which was well-preserved, was left untouched
when excavations continued below its more
eroded western portion (Figure 3.7). The soil
matrices of Structures 23-2nd and -3rd were sandy
loam, but they changed to darker-colored clay
below Lamat Floor. This dark matrix was excavated
Figure 3.6. Structure 23-3rd elevation drawing.
separately and lead to the discovery of Muluk
Floor, as well as a ceramic figurine fragment sitting a few centimeters above it (Figure 3.8). Later
excavations also showed that this dark clay fill, as well as Muluk Floor, continued below Manik Floor as
well. Above Lamat Floor, along the eastern sidewall of Unit B, was Muwan Wall. While Muwan Wall was
originally assumed to be a part of an earlier construction stage, its position in relation to Ik’ Floor
suggests that Ik’ Floor was resting on top of Muwan Wall and may have been the tread to Muwan Wall’s
riser making a step. While not visible in the south wall profile of Units A and B, the extension of Ik’ Floor
would put it in close association with Muwan Wall. As discussed above, however, the thickness of Ik’
Floor (about 20 cm) may suggest that Ik’ Floor was actually a plastered platform floor, possibly
associated with the eastern terrace, instead of the tread of a future step. Since we did not excavate
extensively below Ik’ Floor (see Figure 3.4), we do not know what was directly below it. The extent of
Muwan Wall itself, however, is unclear. It could have been a step down from Lamat Floor. This
reconstruction would mean that Lamat Floor forms the top of a platform or terrace. As stated above,
Lamat Floor is located above Manik Floor/Pax Wall step, and thus was constructed sometime between
Structure 23-3rd’s construction and termination. Figure 3.9 shows uncovered elements of Str. 23-3rd.
Below Structure 23-3rd
Brief excavations were also conducted with the purpose of finding Structure 23-4th, but no new walls
were uncovered. Two floors, however, were encountered underneath Staircase 2, including Ok and
Chuwen Floor. Ok Floor was located under Yax, Sak’, Keh and Mak Walls with some chert cobbles
separating the two. Ok Wall was incredibly well-preserved and, as can be seen in the south wall profile
(Figure 3.4), appears to have been quite thick. Chuwen Floor also contained well-preserved plaster, as
well as the remnants of some red pigment (Figure 3.10). Lamat Floor and Muwan Wall were found
below the lowest steps of Structure 23-3rd in Unit A, but it is unclear as to whether these elements were
a step (or steps) or part of a larger platform. It is also possible that they might not have been part of
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Structure 23-3rd at all. Excavations terminated at
the end of the field season 418 cm below Datum 1
in the lowest portion of Unit A and 484 cm below
Datum 2 in the lowest portion of Unit B.
Analytical Units
The following section describes the individual
analytical units defined in the excavation of
Structure 23 (Operation 49). A simplified chart of
analytical units and their corresponding lots can
be found in the appendices, as well as a Harris
Matrix (Figure 3.A.1).
Modern Surface – AU1. Lots Excavated: A/1; B/1;
C/1; D/1; E/1. This analytical unit describes the
modern soil development (humus layer) over the
surface of Structure 23. This AU includes both
undisturbed (A/1, B/1, C/1, E/1) and disturbed
(D/1, by roots) surfaces. The matrix removed was
a clay loam (10YR 3/2) and 1 to 50 cm chert
cobbles and undressed limestone inclusions. The
majority of large cobbles (between 25 and 50 cm)
were found in Unit D/1. This analytical unit was
roughly 20 cm deep.
Collapse above Structure 23-1st Fill (East and North
Side) – AU2. Lots Excavated: A/2; B/2; C/2; D/2;
E/2. This analytical unit was located between the
modern surface layer and fill associated with
Structure 23-1st. The matrix color was slightly
different depending on the unit, with Lots A/2,
B/2, and E/2 being 10YR 4/3 and Lots C/2 and D/2
being 10YR 3/2. All lots however contained clay
Figure 3.7. Structure 23-3rd plan view drawing.
loam with a large amount of inclusions that
included chert cobbles, dressed limestone and
undressed limestone. Inclusions ranged between 1 and 50 cm in size. The main difference between this
analytical unit and the fill below it is the amount of chert cobbles, which took up more volume than the
soil matrix. At the bottom of the collapse, the soil lightened in color and the number of chert cobbles
decreased drastically. Undressed, and the occasional dressed, limestone continued throughout.
Depending on the unit, this analytical unit was between 20 and 40 cm deep.
Possible Structure 23-1st Fill – AU3. Lots Excavated: A/3, 4; B/3, 4; D/3, 4, 5. This AU is slightly ambiguous
in that the material may have been the result of collapse or it may be associated with materials exposed
for a while above Structure 23-1st fill. The soil below it, however, is different suggesting it is something
else entirely. The matrix is made up of 10YR 5/4 colored clay loam, with inclusions ranging from 1 to 50
cm. It contained chert cobbles, undressed limestone and dressed limestone. Depending on the unit, it
ranged from 10-100 cm deep, with the deepest being in Lots D/3-5.
Structure 23-1st Fill – AU4. Lots Excavated: A/5, 6, 7. This analytical unit is most likely the fill of Structure
23-1st. Largely sandy loam with some clay loam (A/5), the soil color was 10YR 6/4 (A/5-6) and 10YR 6/3
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(A/7). While it contained chert cobbles, dressed
limestone and undressed limestone inclusions ranging
from 1 to 50 cm in size, there were less chert cobbles
and more dressed limestone in this matrix than in the
analytical units above it. In general, however, there
were very few inclusions and artifacts within this
analytical unit. Due to the steep slope of the structure,
this analytical unit is only found in Unit A, but it could
be that Lot B/5 is actually part of this fill as well.
Underneath this fill are Pop Wall, Imix’ Floor, a
stairblock, four walls (Sek, Wo, Sip, and Zotz), and Ik’
Floor. Pop, Sek, Wo, Sip and Zotz Walls make up the five
steps of Staircase 1. In all, the analytical unit is about
150 cm deep.
Ambiguous Cut-limestone fill – AU5. Lots Excavated:
B/5. This analytical unit is unique in that it is unclear as
to which construction event it is associated. I argue that
it is more likely related to the last remodeling of
Structure 23-2nd than the construction of Structure 231st due to the abutment of cut-limestone blocks with
Pop Wall, but this cannot be fully proven. The majority
Figure 3.8. Figurine fragment, 49A/9-SF#1.
of the unit was filled with chert cobble fill, but cutlimestone blocks appeared on the eastern edge of Lot B/5 above the top of Pop Wall. The matrix
consists of 10 YR 6/4 clay loam with 1 to 50 cm chert cobbles, undressed limestone fragments and
dressed limestone inclusions. It measured about 20 cm deep.
Structure 23-2nd Fill – AU6. Lots Excavated: A/8, 9; B/6, 7. This analytical unit was similar in nature to
Structure 23-1st fill. It contained a matrix of 10YR 6/3 sandy loam with some chert cobbles, but mostly
dressed and undressed limestone fragments. Inclusions were anywhere from 1 cm in size to more than
50 cm because part of the analytical unit included structural elements of Structure 23-2nd. Underneath
this analytical unit were steps associated with Ak’bal Floor and Yax Wall, Sak Wall and K’an Floor, Keh
Wall and Chikchan Floor, Mak Wall and Kimi Floor, K’ank’in Wall and Manik Floor, and Pax Wall. These
walls and floors made up six steps to create Structure 23-3rd’s Staircase 2. There was also a plaster floor
(Lamat) below Muwan Wall, both of which were located at the bottom of the steps, but the function of
Lamat Floor and Muwan Wall is unclear. The entire analytical unit was roughly 150 cm deep.
Structure 23-3rd fill – AU7. Lots Excavated: A/11; B/8. This analytical unit covers Structure 23-4th and may
contain architectural elements built between better known constructions associated with Structures 233rd and 4th. Like the fill above it, the soil is 10YR 6/3 sandy loam. Inclusions include chert cobbles,
dressed limestone and undressed limestone between 1 and 50 cm in size. However, this AU also
includes materials from the dismantling of an earlier construction phase. No walls (and thus,
presumably, no steps) were found, but there were two floors, named Ok and Chuwen. Both floors were
very well-preserved and covered with thick plaster that did not appear to be a part of a step. In
particular, the floors were much wider than plaster floors that made up part of the treads of previous
staircases. It is possible, however, that the cut- limestone blocks making up the steps of Structure 23-4th
were taken out leaving only the plaster floors (i.e. tread). This analytical unit was deeper in Unit B and
ranged between 45 and 200 cm deep.
Fill between Lamat and Muluk Floors – AU8. Lots Excavated: A/10. Lot A/10 was different from the lots
above and around it because it contained a darker clay loam soil (10YR 6/6) rather than sandy loam. It
also lacked chert cobbles and was made up of smaller inclusions (between 1 and 25 cm in size) of
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dressed and undressed limestone fragments. There
was also some loose plaster mixed in with the soil,
possibly as a result of the erosion of Lamat Floor. The
AU was about 40 cm deep measuring 50 cm from
east to west, as well as the 2 m north to south of
Unit A. Very few artifacts were found.
Other Analytical Units
Structure Fill on the North Side of Structure
23 – AU9. Lots Excavated: C/3-9. This analytical unit
contained soil consisting of clay loam (C/3-6) and
sandy loam (C/7-9) with a color transition going from
10YR 4/4 (C/3-4) to 10YR 5/3 (C/5-6) to 10YR 6/3
(C/7-8) to 10YR 6/1 (C/9). It contained mostly chert
cobbles, between 1 and 50 cm in size, with some
undressed and dressed limestone fragments in the
same size range. The analytical unit measured
between 100 and 200 cm deep with the deepest
portion towards the southern side of Unit C. Unlike
on the eastern side of Structure 23, no floor or
aligned cut limestone was found below the fill.
Mixed Contexts (Modern Surface – AU1,
Collapse – AU2, Possible Fill – AU3) – AU10. Lots
Excavated: D/6. This AU was the result of cleaning to
take photos. It was created to give context for some
ceramics that were found.
Preliminary Conclusions
The 2015 excavations of Structure 23 revealed two
construction phases: Structures 23-2nd and 23-3rd.
Terminal architecture was not found under collapse
debris; however, we did encounter fill on top of
Figure 3.9. Str. 23-3rd architectural elements.
Structure 23-2nd indicating that the terminal façade
had either totally collapsed or was purposefully
dismantled. The first architectural elements revealed in excavations belong to a staircase associated
with the penultimate construction phase. Staircase 1 consisted of five steps, only one of which exhibited
a plastered floor tread. In addition, a stairblock was added to Staircase 1 later in time, and it appears to
have been placed at the western centerline of Structure 23-2nd given its alignment with Structure 261st’s terminal stairblock to the east. The stairblock was created by adding two small walls (Xul and
Yaxk’in) to an existing step (Sek Wall). Xul and Yaxk’in’s cut-limestone façade blocks are perpendicular
to the structure and contain evidence of a plaster floor. It is unclear as to whether Ik’ Floor, found at the
lowest, eastern-most portion of Unit A, was part of Structure 23-2nd’s staircase. It may have been a
plaster floor covering a large platform in front of the staircase possibly associated with the structure’s
eastern terrace. Further excavations are needed to understand the layout of Structure 23-2nd.
Architectural elements found associated with Structure 23-3rd consisted of six steps (Staircase 2), all of
which contained at least some evidence of plastered floor treads. Five of the six steps in particular had
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very well-preserved plaster floors, although it
appears that at least four of the plastered floor
treads were so eroded that they receded below
the risers of the steps. Later in time, the Maya
made structural modifications to Structure 23-3rd
as evidenced by Muwan Wall and Lamat Floor.
Muwan Wall was found higher in the stratigraphy
than the lower steps of Staircase 2 (i.e. Kimi
Floor/K’ankin Wall and Pax Wall/Manik Floor), and
did not abut any of Staircase 2’s steps. Muwan
Wall also did not abut Lamat Floor, and thus it is
difficult to determine the association between
Muwan Wall and Structure 23-3rd. Further, Lamat
Floor was found above the lowest known step (Pax
Figure 3.10. Chuwen Floor.
Wall/Manik Floor) and appears to have been a later
plastered surface, possibly associated with a low platform in front of Staircase 2.
Excavations under Structure 23-3rd revealed three floors (Muluk, Ok and Chuwen), although it is unclear
as to whether Muluk was part of the same construction phase as Staircase 2 or an earlier construction
phase. Based on its placement between K’ank’in and Pax Walls, however, I would argue that it was
created before Staircase 2. All three floors exhibited well-preserved plaster with Chuwen showing
evidence of red pigment. Interestingly, the width of each floor suggests they were platform surfaces,
not step treads. Therefore, Structure 23-4th had a very different arrangement than that which came
after it.
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Appendix 3.A.1
Table 3.A.1. Operation 49 Analytical Units from the 2015 excavations.

Figure 3.A.1. Operation 49 Harris Matrix of the 2015 excavations.
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Chapter 4: Ground Truthing Magnetic Anomalies at Actuncan: The Second Season
Jane E. Millar (University of Alabama)
The 2015 field season at Actuncan continued the investigation of magnetic anomalies identified by
Chester P. Walker of Archaeo-Geophysical Associates, LLC using data collected between May 23 and 31,
2011. Walker (2012) used a Fluxgate Gradiometer to survey two areas chosen to address research
questions of the Actuncan Archaeological Project: a northern collection area of 48,246 m² (11.9 acres)
and a southern area of 12,375 m2 (3.1 acres) for a total of 60,621 m2 (15 acres). The survey’s original
goal was to assess the efficacy of magnetometer survey in areas of the Maya lowlands that contain
complex cultural stratigraphy for the purpose of mapping and characterizing buried cultural remains.
Walker used the resulting magnetic gradient map to identify 102 magnetic anomalies representing
possible archaeological features and eight zones of magnetic enhancement. Thus far investigations
based on the magnetometer survey of Actuncan have met with unprecedented success for the Maya
lowlands (LeCount 2012). Domestic mounds visible on the surface are recognized on the magnetic
gradient map as zones of magnetic enhancement. Other magnetic signatures not associated with visible
remains are also present and reflect disturbances to the natural clay subsoil due to cut-and-fill activities
that induce magnetism or to remnant magnetism created when an object maintains its own magnetic
field, as in the case when objects are thermally altered (Kvamme 2006:207).
Geophysical prospection techniques adapted for archaeology are playing a crucial role in current field
investigations in North America. Used properly, soil resistivity and conductivity, magnetic susceptibility,
ground-penetrating radar, and magnetometry all provide different information using different
equipment and collection techniques (Kvamme 2008). Taken together, geophysical survey data can
produce complementary data sets that aid in the identification and investigation of archaeological sites:
portraying the size, density, and spatial arrangement of cultural features to offer insights into
community organization (Walker 2009). The Actuncan Archaeological Project makes use of data
collected by gradiometer, which uses a passive sensor to take non-invasive measurements of variations
in the magnetic properties of the soil. Variations occur when natural or anthropogenic forces alter the
otherwise relatively stable magnetic field of the site matrix. Excavation of magnetic anomalies called
“ground truthing” aims to confirm whether or not areas of interest based on measured differences in
the soils’ magnetic signature truly represent buried archaeological remains. Even with advances in
geophysical prospection techniques, the data alone cannot confirm the presence of anthropogenic
features, and excavation is necessary to correlate magnetic anomalies with their real manifestations in
the site matrix.
Sampling Strategy
Initial ground truthing in 2011 (Blitz et al. 2012) targeted nine areas of archaeological interest. Ten 1x1
m test pits were opened to explore a wide variety of anomalies based on the size, shape, and strength of
signals and to assign corresponding cultural feature types, along with two control units opened in
additional locations without anomalies. John Blitz, Clay Nelson and Dan Salberg explain the sampling
procedure as follows:
… an intuitive sample of test anomalies was selected 1) based on anomaly configuration
and a range of amplitude that, drawing on Walker’s prior experience at North American
sites, were considered to have a high probability for confirmation as cultural features, 2)
to avoid placement on visible structures and patio groups… and 3) to ensure extensive
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coverage of the survey area, including interstitial areas surrounding visible residential
structures and plazas. (Blitz, Nelson, and Salberg 2012: 173).
Unlike 2011, testing in the 2015 field season targeted large rectangular patterns hypothesized to be
agricultural terraces or buried platforms (LeCount 2012). Test excavations were limited to the northern
collection area, a residential district containing patio-focused groups, also referred to as the Northern
Settlement Zone. Testing was concentrated in two sections of the Northern Settlement Zone: the
eastern section near isolated Structures 88 and 89 (Units 14H, 14I, and 14J) and the far western section
flanking Group 7 (Units 14K, 14L, 14M, 14N, and 14O). These two areas are topographically distinct.
The eastern side is generally level, although there is a gentle slope trending downward to the northwest
from the ridgetop of the T3 terrace. The western side is more topographically variable, the most
prominent feature of which is the drainage that defines the aguada. Figure 4.1 illustrates the placement
of ground truthing test units in the Northern Settlement Zone and their relationships to visible
structures and topographic features, including those dug in 2011, while Figure 4.2 illustrates their
location superimposed onto the magnetic gradient map.
Text excavations sought to identify the discrete sources of magnetic anomalies appearing in the
geophysical data: burning events (thermal features), cut-and-fill events (low-relief features), and highly
magnetic objects such as metals (Walker 2009). The presence of ceramics, lithics, and other ubiquitous
materials without a corresponding natural or cultural feature is considered inconclusive.
Test Excavations in the Northern Settlement Zone
Ground Truthing near Structure 88
Structure 88 is a low mound first
identified by Salberg and Angela
Keller in 2011 when the pasture was
severely burnt to the ground
(Salberg 2012). At that time, a
rectangular feature of cobble stones
was visible on the ground surface.
This area was targeted for testing
this year because Lisa LeCount
postulated that Structure 88 might
be the visible remains of a buried
patio-focused group on the eastern
edge of the settlement. Two units
were dug. Unit 14H was placed to
investigate a large strongly positive
dipole signature just off Structure 88
(Figure 4.3). Unit 14J was later
opened to test subsurface remains
closer to Structure 88, leaving a 1x1
m square baulk in-between the two
1 x 2 m units.

Figure 4.1. Topographic map showing location of groundtruth test units. Illustration courtesy of David W. Mixter.
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Figure 4.2. Magnetic gradient map showing location of ground-truth test units. Illustration courtesy of
David W. Mixter.
Operation 14 Unit H. Unit 14H was a 1 x 2 m unit oriented N300˚E, placed about 6 m southwest of
Structure 88 (Figure 4.3). Excavations revealed four strata (Figure 4.4). Humus and dense grayish brown
clay (Stratum A, 10YR 3/2) transitioned to lighter brown clay (Stratum B, 10YR 4/3) at 25 to 30 cmbs.
Stratum B was rich in inclusions including small (0-6cm) pieces of uncut limestone, chert, daub,
ceramics, and debitage. This cultural context was loosely termed “unknown occupation” due to the
moderate density and diversity of cultural material. Both strata contained ceramics and lithics, including
6 obsidian blades, a relatively high count when compared to finds in other settlement areas of the site.
Between 45 to 60 cmbs, Stratum B transitioned to yellow clay (10YR 5/6) with very few artifacts. The
only possible architectural element discovered was a low pile of limestone and chert cobbles (Feature 9)
appearing around 30 cmbs protruding from the north profile, with its base on the top of Stratum C. The
stones were removed as Lot 14H7 with a few associated lithics and ceramics. Only one stone went into
north profile and no associated structure fill was found.
Excavation ceased at 65 cmbs. After the discovery of a white (10YR 8/1) plaster floor underneath the
corresponding yellow clay stratum in Unit 14I, supervisors suggested that the seemingly sterile clay may
in fact have been fill. Unit 14H was excavated another 40 cm into hard, mottled, and friable natural clay
that began 85 cmbs (Stratum D).
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The high number of chert lithics
(mostly flakes) relative to other
artifact types may indicate an activity
area or workshop activity centered
on Structure 88 immediately to the
northeast. Unit 14J was opened
closer to Structure 88 to investigate
the source of the obsidian blades
and lithic flakes.
Operation 14 Unit J. Unit 14J
was opened southeast of 14H to
continue exploring is area of
enhanced magnetism. One limestone
cobble was visible on the surface,
with many more encountered
immediately below. The outer edge
of a platform was revealed as a
Figure 4.3. Location of Units 14H, I and J on a large-scale
retaining wall (Retaining Wall 1)
version of the magnetic gradient map. Illustration courtesy of
built of a single row of large
David W. Mixter.
undressed limestone and chert
cobbles lying just 5 cmbs. Covered
by a thin layer of structure fill and/or collapse mixed with dark brown clay/humus (Stratum A, 10RY 3/2),
the wall ran N80˚E across the unit (Figure 4.5). Retaining Wall 1 appeared to sit on Stratum B, the same
brown (10YR 4/3) stratum rich in anthropogenic inclusions found in Unit 14H. In 14J, Stratum B began 30
cmbs and followed the natural topography, sloping gently down to the west (Figure 4.6). Another,
smaller retaining wall (Retaining Wall 2) lay under the structure fill behind the first. Both walls were
simple and informal, single rows of stone distinguished from
the surrounding structure fill by their noticeable east/west
alignment. It is unclear whether Retaining Wall 2 represents
an earlier phase of construction because all structure fills
ended at the transition to Stratum B. Underneath Stratum B
at 40 to 45 cmbs lay yellow clay (Stratum C, 10YR 5/6) with
much lower artifact density. Only three small sherds were
recovered in the 15-cm thick lot. Artifact densities in Strata A
and B, including structure fills, had been much higher, with
ceramics, a wide variety of lithics and other material remains
including several jutes and 7 obsidian blades.
Artifact densities were also slightly higher inside the
retaining walls than outside, similar to those in Unit 14H. A
small concentration of ceramics in the southeast corner,
including a large Late Classic rim fragment of a jar, formed an
exception to the general predominance of lithic material.
Overall, the high proportion of generalized lithic materials
Figure 4.4. Unit 14H west profile
and obsidian to ceramics indicates specialized processing or
showing bases of excavations on
workshop activities. This hypothesis requires further testing.
June 18th and 23rd.
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Ground Truthing near Structure 89
Structure 89 is another isolated low
mound and rectangular cluster of rock
discovered by Salberg and Keller in
2011 on the eastern edge of the
Northern Settlement Zone. Unlike the
enhanced magnetic signatures
associated with patio-focused groups,
this area is magnetically quieter.
Walker identified a number of
rectangular magnetic features in the
area, and LeCount chose to ground
truth a weak linear anomaly running
northeast to southwest from Structure
Figure 4.5. Retaining Wall 1 in Unit 14J lot 3.
89. It is possible to connect this linear
anomaly to others to form a rectangle; however, Walker did not do so in his original assessment of the
magnetic anomalies. The purpose of the unit was to determine if the source of the weak rectangular
signature was a buried platform edge or agricultural feature.
Operation 14 Unit I. Unit 14I was a 1 x 2 m unit oriented N60˚E, about 10 m northeast of Structure 89.
Excavations reveal a more complex archaeology record than expected as seen here in the north and
south profiles (Figure 4.7). After 30 to 40 cm of dark brown (10YR 3/2) clay and humus (Stratum A), soil
transitioned to yellow (10YR 6/6) clay (Stratum B). As the transition began, Feature 5 appeared in the
northwest corner beginning about 20 cmbs. Continuing to about 70 cmbs, Feature 5 was revealed in the
north profile to be a pit containing deep red (2.5YR 6/8) clay and charcoal (Figure 4.8). Flotation and soil
chemistry samples were taken. The feature was also analyzed in situ by pXRF by Tawny Tibbets. Based
on the instrument readings, the red pigment is not cinnabar, since it is chemically identical to the clay
matrix surrounding it. Therefore, it is probably a locally sourced iron-oxide used for making red paint for
stucco or ceramic slip (LeCount, personal communication 2015). The upper section of Feature 5 was
disturbed by burrowing activity, best seen as a collapsed burrow in the north profile. The rodent
appears to have dragged red clay upwards in a low arc reaching into Stratum A. Two possible postholes
(Features 6 and 7) and a dark linear stain (Feature 8) were found running northeast-southwest across
the center of the excavation (Figure 4.9). Feature 8 is a shallow trench-like feature that also appeared
just below the transition to Stratum B, at about 30 cmbs, revealed to have a maximum depth in profile
of 57 cmbs. These features are
associated with compacted clay surface
called Ruby Floor and, taken together,
may be the remains of a perishable
structure.
Ruby Floor, at about 40 to 45 cmbs, was
poorly defined throughout the unit.
Whether the surface represents an
intentionally prepared floor disturbed by
postdepositional processes (e.g. erosion
or the movement of groundwater) or
Figure 4.6. Unit 14J south profile.
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Figure 4.7. Unit 14I north (left) and south (right) profiles.
merely spilled pigment unintentionally compacted underfoot is unclear. Because of this, soil chemistry
and micromorphology samples were taken from the best preserved areas to determine its construction
sequence and possible use. Beneath Ruby Floor lay brownish yellow (10YR 6/6) clay fill (Stratum C). No
ballast was found in association with Ruby Floor.
Opal Floor, consisting of several layers of plaster, appeared another 30 to 50 cm down below Ruby
Floor. The plaster was 2 to 5 cm thick and extended throughout the entire unit, forming a solid but
uneven surface. The profile revealed two distinct
layers of plaster in places, but postdepositional
processes related to groundwater distorted most
of the original surfaces. Interestingly, the base of
Feature 5 appears to sit atop Opal Floor,
indicating the pit with red pigment was dug into
fill until it reached the plastered surface. Like
Ruby Floor above, Opal Floor was extensively
sampled for plaster chemistry and
micromorphology. No artifacts were found on or
in association with the floor surface. Opal Floor
had been badly affected by the formation of gley,
a sticky clay soil resulting from waterlogged
deposits, especially through the center of the
unit. Here, a long shear and slump event was
found that is clearly evident in the south profile.
Soil below Opal Floor was hard, friable natural
clay with reddish mottling (Stratum C), and
excavation ceased at 100 to 110 cmbs. Again, no
ballast was found in association with the floor.
Artifact density was quite low throughout the
Figure 4.8. Unit 14I north profile. Feature 5 is a pit
unit, especially in Strata B and C below the usual
filled with red pigment. Ruby Floor is seen near
assemblage of eroded ceramics and lithics in
the top of the pit, while Opal Floor runs below
Stratum A. A single piece of obsidian found near
Feature 5 and into the western profile. Note
Feature 5.
slumping of Opal Floor and gleysol beneath it.
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The shear and slump event
seems the likeliest source of the
magnetic anomaly tested in Unit
14I, although Feature 8 may also
account for it. Both cross-cut the
unit and are oriented in the right
direction to account for the
anomaly, matching up with the
linear magnetic signature on the
map. Like the buried platform off
Structure 88, we think this area
was likely used as a workshop,
probably for the making of red
pigment in the later version of
the platform. However, more
extensive excavations are needed
to test this interpretation.

Figure 4.9. Features 6 and 7 are possible postmolds and Feature
8 is the dark linear stain seen running diagonally across Unit14I.

Ground Truth Excavations in the Far Western Section of the Northern Settlement Area
Five units were placed on five discrete magnetic features of the far western section of the Northern
Settlement Zone to determine if the magnetic patterns are associated with agricultural terracing and
other non-domestic activities. Units 14L and K were placed in the southwestern corner of the survey
south of Group 7 and Units 14M, N and O were place to the north of the group (Figure 4.10). Located
along the eastern slope of the watershed for a small tributary of the Mopan River we call Requena
Creek, the area forms one flank of the natural out-take for the aguada. Christian Wells (personal
communication to Lisa LeCount, 2014) noted that the aguada was constructed by damming this
drainage. Although Group 7 is the largest patio-focused group in the area and some magnetic features
appear to abut it, Group 5 sits closest to the aguada. Given the area’s exposure and proximity to
residential groups, the slope likely was heavily modified to promote drainage and cultivation. LeCount

Figure 4.10. The locations of Units 14K, L, M, N and O excavated this year, as well as 14C and E
excavated in 2011, overlain onto the magnetic gradient map.
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hypothesizes that many of the magnetic signatures found in the area may be agricultural features.
Magnetic signatures in this area are diverse and some are quite complex and extensive. Units 14K and
14L targeted the edges of the rectangular features that run perpendicular to the slope off Group 7 on
the southeastern edge of the drainage. These weak positive rectangular signatures appear to form an
interconnected system of large rectangular features running perpendicular to the slope south of Group
7. Taken together, these features may be a “field” (as in a sphere of activity or interest) system.
However, their magnetic signatures are fuzzier than most, due either to the magnetic subtlety of the
features responsible or their great depth below surface, most likely some combination of the two. The
magnetic signatures tested in Unit 14N also appears to be a complex of features, with a linear anomaly
running between Structure 90 and a complex dipole of similar size and magnetic signature, likely
another buried structure or platform. Finally, there are many isolated magnetic features that do not
appear to be associated with visible structural groups, such as that tested by Unit 14O, which was placed
on the corner of a U-shaped configuration of three weakly positive linear dipoles.
Operation 14 Unit K. Unit 14K was a 1x2 m unit oriented N60˚E, laid to investigate one of the weak
positive magnetic rectangular patterns that make up the larger interlocking field system in the
southwestern portion of the drainage near the aguada. Dark brown clay and humus (Stratum A, 10YR
3/2) transitioned to lighter, more compacted yellow clay (Stratum B, 2.5Y 5/4-5/6) at 22 to 25 cmbs.
Midway through Stratum B, excavation had to be postponed when the unit reached the water table,
raised by recent rains. Unit 14K was bailed, left to dry, and reopened twice due to heavy rains and
prolonged drainage of rainwater. Overall, Actuncan is well-drained because rainwater percolates down
to the clay dome underneath the site and exits onto the lower slopes of the hilltop. However, the
placement of this unit near the aguada outtake meant that the pit was constantly filling with water.
About 50 cmbs the yellow clay transitioned to dense white clay (Stratum D) called "yeso" by Santos
Penados Jr. in the field and later confirmed by Anabel Ford. In a Spanish dictionary, yeso is defined as 1)
plaster material for finishing walls, 2) material used for making plaster casts, 3) a geological term for
gypsum, and 4) chalk. Best seen in the south profile (Figure 4.10), the clay forms low berms
perpendicular to the slope, perhaps evidence of terraforming. The clay forming these possible berms
was uniformly dense and white, while the natural clay was mottled yellowish-brown and blocky. The

a.

b.

Figure 4.11. Unit 14K south profile, as shown in a drawing, a., and in a photograph, b.
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admixture of the two matrices, presumably through cultural processes, is interpreted as Strata C in
Figure 4.10. If such differences do indicate modifications to the natural clays with prehistoric cut-and-fill
events, this could explain the source of the magnetic signature.Artifacts in the upper strata included
highly weathered ceramics most likely washed down from Group 7 above and to the north, along with
lithics and a single piece of obsidian. No artifacts were recovered after transition to white clay.
Operation 14 Unit L: Unit 14L was another 1x2 m unit oriented N60˚E, placed about 20 m
southwest of Unit 14K to investigate another weak linear magnetic signature associated with the “field”
system. Lying nearest to the base of the slope and closest to the aguada, Unit 14L was highly susceptible
to flooding, filling rapidly with runoff after each rain. But the soils were well-drained, and after bailing
the water and removing the first few centimeters of mud, workable deposits would be quickly revealed
(Figure 4.12). Dark brown clay and humus (Stratum A, 10YR 3/2) transitioned to lighter and more
compacted clay (Stratum B, 2.5Y 4/2) around 30 cmbs, Stratum B was rich in natural and anthropogenic
inclusions (limestone and chert pieces, as well as daub) and the usual ubiquitous artifact types—
ceramic, lithic, jutes—most likely sheet wash from the structures uphill given their small size and eroded
surfaces. Unit 14L transitioned to yellow clay (Stratum C, 2.5Y 5/4) at 40 to 45 cmbs, sloping gently to
the west with the natural topography. Stratum C, which continued with little noticeable color change for
some depth, grew noticeably denser around 80 cmbs (Stratum D, 2.5Y 5/4 mottled with 5/6). At nearly 2
m below surface, occasional eroded ceramic and lithic continued to appear, but the unit was closed in
the interest of moving on to test other anomalies.
Like Unit 14C excavated in 2011 by Clay Nelson (Blitz et al. 2012:175-176), Stratum B in Unit 14L
revealed small specks of red mottling interspersed throughout the matrix along with burned limestone,
fired clay, and small sherds. Although too poorly defined to be interpreted as a feature, the red mottling
seems most likely due to a burning event. This red mottling
continued to appear in each lot as we excavated downward, fading
out entirely around 100 cmbs. However, the white clay at the base
of nearby units was never reached, and no convincing source of
the rectangular magnetic signature was discovered. It is possible
that the white clay was very deeply buried within this upper
portion of the drainage.
Operation 14 Unit M: Unit 14M lay 20 m northeast of Structure 90,
on a gentle slope north of Group 7. This 1 x 2 unit with its long axis
oriented east-west was placed to investigate a weakly positive
rectilinear magnetic signature.
The initial stratum of dark brown clay and humus (Stratum
A, 10YR 3/2) was 20 to 25 cm thick, after which soil transitioned to
lighter yellow clay (Stratum B, 2.5Y 6/4). Excavations struck
greyish-white clay or yeso (Stratum D, 2.5Y 7/2-6) at varying levels
throughout the unit (Figure 4.13a). It first appeared just 35 cmbs in
the northeast corner, but in areas of the south profile it lay as
deep as 55 to 60 cmbs. This dense, impermeable stratum appears
to have been manipulated in a cut-and-fill terraforming event. The
morphology is best defined in the west side wall, which shows a
swale filled with mottled white and yellow clay (Stratum C, 2.5Y
6/4 and 2.5Y 7/2), then a possible berm of solid greyish-white clay
(Stratum D) with no inclusions (Figure 4.13b). The latter was
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Figure 4.12. Unit 14L east profile.

a.

b.

Figure 4.13. Unit 14M stratigraphy as illustrated in a profile drawing of the south sidewall, a., and in a
photograph of the west sidewall. Note the change in perspective.
easily identifiable from the surrounding natural soil by its homogeneity and clear profile morphology,
which contrasted with the mottled, with the blocky clays found at the sterile level of other excavations
in the southwestern section of the Northern Settlement Zone. Dense, sticky gley soils (Stratum E)
appeared around 90 cmbs, and excavation ceased at 130 cmbs because corresponding strata had
proven sterile in previous units.
Artifacts in upper strata included ceramic, lithic, obsidian, and jute, probably washed down from the
structures uphill. Once the excavations entered yeso, artifact densities decreased immediately. A single
utilized flake was recovered from the dense white clay in the possible berm, perhaps supporting the
interpretation of prehistoric manipulation of the deposits. Micromorphology, soil chemistry, and
flotation samples were taken throughout. The manipulation of the yeso could account for the magnetic
anomaly.
Operation 14 Unit N: Unit 14N was a 1x1 m unit oriented north-south, laid to investigate a linear dipole
signature running between Structure 90 and a possible buried structure identified in the magnetometer
data. The linear signature ran east to west perpendicular to the slope, perhaps representing a terrace
wall or platform edge between the two structures.
Below the first 20 to 25 cm of humus and dark brown clay (Stratum A, 10YR 3/2) lay more compacted
and mottled clay rich in natural and anthropogenic inclusions (Stratum B, 2.5Y 4/4) loosely termed
“unknown occupation”(Figure 4.14). Stratum B was only 5 to 15 cm thick, and beneath it soil
transitioned to yellow fill of a softer texture than clays above (Stratum C, 2.5Y 5/6-6/6), which was much
less dense and blocky than the natural clay encountered in other units at this depth. Just below the
transition between Strata B and C, a zone of reddish mottled fill, possibly representing a burning event
(Stratum D, 7.5YR 5/6) appeared in the north and east profiles, and was sampled for flotation given the
possibility that this was an ancient occupation surface. Strata A, B, and the top ~20 cm of C yielded
ceramic, lithic, jute, and a single piece of marine shell, but most of the yellow fill was sterile.
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Figure 4.15. Cedar Wall showing the slope
of the wall and its construction.

Figure 4.14. Unit 14N north profile.

Cedar Wall, a terrace wall made of large cut-limestone
blocks covered in plaster and tilting noticeably with the
slope, appeared about ~1m below surface, buried by
Stratum C and sitting on natural deposits (Stratum E,
10YR8/1). Its outer face—the side facing downhill—
met the unit profile at a 40˚ angle, sloping in the same
direction as the natural topography but much steeper,
the natural slope being between 10˚ and 25˚. The wall
ran east-west across the unit. It was constructed of one
to three courses of stone stacked end-to-end so that
their largest faces created the wall façade (Figure 4.15).
A small area of tamped sascab named Pearl Floor
(Stratum D) lay just inside the wall, on its south side
(Figure 4.16). Pearl Floor was 7 cm thick at most, with
another 3 cm of darker soil underneath, but no
discernable ballast. A single obsidian blade, perhaps
indicative of activities on the terrace created by Cedar
Wall, was recovered during the removal Pearl Floor.
The excavation ceased when sterile, friable greyishwhite clay had been reached on both sides of the wall.
Therefore, the wall sits on yeso.
The source of the linear magnetic signature is most
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Figure 4.16. Unit 14N west profile.

certainly the digging and filling event associated with Cedar Wall. Theresa Heindel suggested that this
wall was most likely agricultural in nature given its steep angle and unusual construction. The slopes
around the aguada, near as they are to residential Groups 5 and 7, were likely to have been used
intensively for hydraulic management and agriculture, perhaps with water-hungry and demanding crops
planted close to domestic groups where they could be more closely tended than in large fields far from
the civic center.
Operation 14 Unit O: Unit 14O was a 1x1 m unit laid to investigate a possible buried structure, which
appeared as a rectilinear magnetic signature strongest on three sides, forming an inverted U-shape in
the gradiometer map. A concentration of daub, burned clay, and charcoal appeared within Stratum A
(10YR 3/2) about 10 cmbs in the south side of the unit extending about 40 cm into the unit (Figure 4.17).
The layer of daub extending through the lower Stratum A was called Stratum B (5YR 4/6), but with
further excavation it resolved itself into a concentration and formed an oval-shaped feature (Feature
18). Excavators sectioned the feature to investigate its profile morphology, revealing a burned root
running out the base of Feature 10 and suggesting natural origins such as a burned tree. Inclusion-rich
mottled brown clay (Stratum C, 10YR 4/3) extended 30 to 40 cmbs throughout the unit. It transitioned
to mottled white and yellow clay (Stratum D, 2.5Y 6/6), which grew denser and lighter in color with
depth, making the gradual transition to natural mottled white clay (Stratum D, 2.5Y 7/2) around 105 to
125 cmbs. Excavation ceased about 130 cmbs in this mottled natural clay on the last day of the season.
Artifacts included lithics and ceramics, with densities decreasing dramatically after the first two strata.
The burning event, with the root protruding from its base, suggests natural origins and is the most likely
source of a magnetic anomaly. Further investigation would be needed to see if it extends further and
could account for the entire U-shaped anomaly, of which Unit 14O merely caught the northeast corner.

Figure 4.17. Unit 14O south profile.

Figure 4.18. Unit 14O Feature 10 section.
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Summarized Results of the Anomaly Test Excavations
To summarize the results of the 2015 anomaly test excavations at Actuncan, the probable sources and
interpretations of each are reviewed as follows:
• Unit 14H. Sampled complex dipoles. Probable source of anomaly: unknown. Interpretation: The
placement of the unit may have failed to catch an edge of the source of the large magnetic
anomaly, which may be associated with digging/construction events around Structure 88.
• Unit 14I. Sampled linear dipoles. Probable source of anomaly: slumping of a cut-and-fill event.
Interpretation: Gley cross-cutting plastered platform surface (the larger rectangular pattern in
the magnetometer data) forms a line along which the slope deposits look to have sheared and
slumped, probably due to action of groundwater.
• Unit 14J. Sampled complex dipoles. Probable source of anomaly: digging and construction event.
Interpretation: Structure 88 appears to have been a specialized workshop or activity area,
evidenced by the relatively high concentrations of lithics and obsidian.
• Unit 14K. Sampled weak rectangular pattern. Probable source of anomaly: cut-and-fill event.
Interpretation: possible terraforming of natural white clay.
• Unit 14L. Sampled weak rectangular pattern. Probable source of anomaly: unknown.
Interpretation: no convincing source of anomaly reached due to depth of sheet wash from
slopes above and excavation time restraints.
• Unit 14M. Sampled weak rectangular pattern. Probable source of anomaly: cut-and-fill event.
Interpretation: possible terraforming of natural white clay.
• Unit 14N. Sampled linear dipoles. Probable source of anomaly: digging and construction event.
Interpretation: a terrace wall bounding a platform.
• Unit 14O. Sampled weak rectangular pattern with three complex linear sides. Probable source of
anomaly: burning event. Interpretation: ancient Maya feature disturbed by recent bioturbation
or more recent burning event caused by clearing fields and burning trees. The latter seems more
likely based on its low depth from surface.
Conclusions
Magnetometer survey can be considered reliable on a given site when extensive ground truthing results
in a positive correlation between digitally mapped anomalies and the presence of burning events,
architectural features, or another discrete sources of magnetic variation. Of the eight 1x2 m and 1x1 m
units tested in 2015, five were attributed to cut-and-fill events—ancient Maya constructions (14J, 14K,
14M, and 14N) or postdepositional disturbance thereof (14I)—one as a burning event (14O), and two
were ambiguous (14H and 14L). Two control units were placed in 2011 and nothing was discovered that
would be expected to create a magnetic anomaly, but this test was not repeated in 2015. Taken along
with the positive results of the 2011 excavations, of which only one sample location produced
ambiguous results, the ground truthing at Actuncan has made a convincing case for the efficacy of
magnetometer survey in the region. Blitz, Nelson, and Salberg (2012) used the results of their
excavations along with a visual assessment of anomaly patterning across the entire survey to conclude
1) that a variety of construction sizes and layouts are represented by the large rectangular patterns
hypothesized by Walker to be buried structures and 2) small buried cultural features are widely
dispersed across the survey area, not clustered around visible patio groups.
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Since the 2015 excavations focused primarily on the investigation of large rectangular patterns
identified as areas of particular interest by LeCount and Walker, the first conclusion is to be expanded
upon. The results of ground truthing seemed to indicate workshop or specialized production activity
(14H, 14I, and 14J) with their relatively high quantities of obsidian blades, wide variety of lithic material,
and in the case of Unit 14I, red clay pit possibly used in the production of red pigment for ceramic or
plaster surface treatments. Meanwhile, the groupings surrounding Group 7 seem likelier indicators of
agricultural terraces, with manipulation of the natural white clay (yeso) hypothesized for controlling the
movement of water on the hillside or retaining soil. The deeply buried terrace wall in Unit 14N
presented another case for possible non-domestic platforms, and may merit further investigation.
After the 2011 ground truthing, Blitz and colleagues tentatively concluded that daily household activities
(cooking, eating, storage, and crafting) were concentrated within patio groups, and that ancillary
structures were not hidden beneath ground surface in outlying areas. The excavations of 2015
presented some evidence for crafting activity around structures 88 and 89, outside patio groups in the
eastern portion of the survey area, which may challenge these conclusions. Excavations also raised some
interesting possibilities for variations on agricultural terracing at Actuncan, with evidence for
terraforming and earthen terraces uncovered in the slopes around Group 7. A number of
micromorphology samples were taken to examine the composition and formation processes of these
possible berms, which could refine our interpretation without further excavation. From the 2015 ground
truthing, we can tentatively conclude that a greater variety of activities, especially in specialized craft
production, occurred outside the patio groups than previously believed. Further investigation on the site
periphery, made all the more effective with reliable magnetometer survey data, will contribute to a
richer and more comprehensive understanding of the Maya communities at Actuncan and the
palimpsest they made of the landscape in which they lived and worked.
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Appendix 4.A.1. Harris Matrices and Analytical Units
Unit 14H*
AU

Description

Cultural Context

Lots

Stratum A

Humus (10YR 3/2)

120

14H1

Stratum B

Occupation surface (10YR 3/4)

200

14H2, 14H3

Stratum C

Yellow clay (10YR 5/6)

401

14H4, 14H5, 14H6, 14H7, 14H8

Stratum D

Dense yellow clay (10YR 5/6)

810

14H9

*Note: No Harris Matrix has been created for this unit because strata were not cut by features
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Unit 14I
AU

Description

Cultural Context

Lots

I1

Stratum A

Humus (10YR 3/2)

120

14I1

I2/I3/I4

Stratum A/B

Occupation surface

200

14I2, 14I3, 14I4

Features 6, 7, 8

Post holes and trench (10Y 4/2)

700, 741

14I6, 14I7, 14I8

Stratum B1

Yellow fill (2.5Y 6/6)

400

14I9, 14I10, 14I11

Ruby Floor

2.5YR 5/6

310

14I12

Feature 5

Pit (2.5YR 4/6 - 2.5YR 4/8)

740

14I5, 14I14

Stratum B2

Yellow fill (2.5Y 6/6)

400

14I13, 14I15

Opal Floor

Plaster (10YR 8/1)

320

14I16

Stratum C

Mottled (10YR 8/1 & 10YR 6/6)
with GLEY

810

14I17

I6

I16
I17

Description

Cultural Context

Lots

Stratum A

Humus (10YR 3/2)

120

14J1

Str. 88 A

Structure 88 Collapse

400

14J2, 14J3

Str. 88 B

Structure 88 Fill

410

14J5 ,14J6

J5/J6

Stratum B

Occupation Surface (10YR 3/4)

200

14J4, 14J7

J4/J6

Stratum C

Yellow clay (10YR 5/6)

820

14J8

Description
Humus (10YR 3/2)
Yellow clay (2.5Y 5/4 – 2.5Y 5/6)
Mottled clay (2.5Y 5/6 & 2.5Y 7/2)
Natural clay/yeso (10YR 7/2)

Cultural Context
120
401
820
810/820

J1

*Note: No Harris Matrix has been created for this unit because strata were not cut by features
14K8 – Surface collection on backdirt pile
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J2/J3

J8

Lots
14K1
14K2, 14K3, 14K4
14K5
14K6, 14K7, 14K9

I5/I14
I13, I15

AU

AU
Stratum A
Stratum B
Stratum C
Stratum D

I8

I9, I10
I12

Unit 14J

Unit 14K*

I7

Unit14L*
AU
Description
Cultural Context Lots
Stratum A Humus (10YR 3/2)
120
14L1
Stratum B Occupation surface (2.5Y 4/2) 200
14L2, 14L3
Stratum C Yellow clay (2.5Y 5/4)
251
14L4, 14L5, 14L6
Stratum D Dense yellow clay (2.5Y 5/6)
251
14L7, 14L8, 14L9
*Note: No Harris Matrix has been created for this unit because strata were not cut by features
Unit 14M*
AU
Description
Stratum A Humus (10YR 3/2)
Stratum B Yellow clay (2.5Y 6/4)

Cultural Context Lots
120
14M1
401
14M2

Stratum C Mottled clay (2.5Y 7/2 & 2.5Y 6/4) 401
14M3, 14M4
Stratum D Yeso (2.5Y 7/2)
820
14M5, 14M6
Stratum E Gleysol (GLEY I 10Y 7/1)
810
14M8
*Note: No Harris Matrix has been created for this unit because strata were not cut by features
Lot 14M7 – Profile Cleanup
Unit 14N
AU

Description

Cultural Context Lots

N1

Stratum A

Humus (10YR 3/2)

120

14N1

N2

Stratum B

Occupation surface (2.5Y 4/4)

200

14N2

Stratum C

Yellow clay (2.5Y 5/6 – 2.5Y 6/6) 400

14N4, 14N5, 14N6

Stratum D

Red mottling (7.5YR 5/6)

700?

14N3

Pearl Floor Tamped sascab

316

14N7

Stratum E

810

14N7

Yeso (10YR 8/1)

Unit 14O*
AU
Description
Cultural Context Lots
Stratum A Humus (10YR 3/2)
120
14O1
Stratum B Baked clay (5YR 4/6)
730
1402
Stratum C Mottled clay (10YR 4/3) 200
1403
Stratum D Yellow clay (2.5Y 6/6)
820
1404
Stratum E Natural clay (2.5Y 7/2)
820
1405, 1406
*Note: No Harris Matrix has been created for this unit because strata were not cut by features
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N3
N4, N5, N6
N7
N8

Chapter 5: Geochemical Analysis of Granite Ground Stone Tools at Actuncan
Tawny L.B. Tibbits (University of Iowa)
Granite ground stone tools have the potential to inform on production and exchange of manos
and metates in Belize. This project has undertaken the geochemical analysis of the three granitic plutons
of the Maya Mountains: Mountain Pine Ridge, Hummingbird Ridge, and Cockscomb Basin. By developing
a dataset of potential source outcrops, it is possible to analyze granite artifacts to determine from which
they originated. Using portable x-ray fluorescence (pXRF) the variations within and between plutons was
recorded during three years of geologic sampling and surveying. The geochemical signature of granite
ground stone artifacts can be overlain on the pluton variation to determine potential source regions. By
analyzing these tools through time, it may be possible to identify shifts in exchange partners. Actuncan
has a large collection of granite ground stone tools (n=91) that span the occupational history of the site,
which provides an excellent study in shifts occurring in ground stone tool exchange through time.
Portable XRF is a relatively new method of analysis. With a rigorous methodology and careful calibration
it is a powerful tool in the archaeological toolbox. Quick, nondestructive geochemical data can be
generated in under a minute in the field with little to no sample preparation. Thus far, the majority of
pXRF research has focused on homogeneous materials such as chert, obsidian, glass, and basalt (Barbera
et al. 2013; Forster and Grave 2013; Frahm 2012; Liu et al. 2013; Nazaroff et al. 2010; Potts and West
2008). This project was conducted using a methodology developed by Tibbits (in progress) which utilizes
known standards and multi-point sampling to determine the bulk geochemical signature for a granite
artifact. Through several field seasons, samples have been collected throughout the Maya Mountains
and are used as a dataset of potential outcrop localities. The following chapter will discuss methods and
results of pXRF analysis on the granite ground stone tools at Actuncan.
Provenance studies on ground stone tools are rare in archaeology. Such projects are time consuming
and require thorough sampling of outcrop materials. However, they are vital to understand how
household tools were produced and exchanged. Some foundational work identifying the variations of
rock types within the Maya Mountains has been conducted (Shipley and Graham 1987; Abramiuk and
Meurer 2006). By building on these foundational papers, this project aims to identify variation in granite
between and among plutons and identify plutons that were most involved in granite ground stone tool
production, as well as the communities that were engaged in exchange with the producers.
Background
The geology of Belize is dominated by sedimentary materials that will briefly be described here.
The regions beyond the Maya Mountains are generally carbonate sedimentary rocks. It is common for
the carbonate landscapes to have karst features, specifically caves and sinkholes (Figure 5.1; Ower 1928,
Dixon 1956, Bateson and Hall 1977). In the highland region of the Maya Mountains the sedimentary
rocks are largely terrigenous, including shale, conglomerate, and sandstone beds. There are some zones
of carbonate rocks within the Maya Mountains as well, but they are generally of a more limited extent
than the terrigenous outcrops (Dixon 1956, Bateson and Hall 1977).
In addition to sedimentary and igneous materials, the Maya Mountains have significant metamorphic
deposits; these are generally quartzite, phyllite, and slate (Dixon 1956, Bateson and Hall 1977, Shipley
1978). The presence of metamorphic materials is expected in a region where igneous rocks can be
found. The specific metamorphic rocks vary within and between plutons, however in general the
dominant rocks are quartzite and slate (Bateson and Hall 1977, Shipley 1978).
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The primary focus of this study is the
Maya Mountains, specifically Mountain
Pine Ridge, Hummingbird Ridge, and
Cockscomb Basin granites. Each pluton
is petrographically distinct (Dixon 1956,
Bateson and Hall 1977). Most
distinctive is Mountain Pine Ridge. The
granites are generally pink from the
potassium feldspar with grains of
hornblende, biotite, quartz, and
plagioclase feldspar. The pluton is
readily accessible and has limited
vegetative cover. In addition to granite,
tonalite and granodiorite have been
documented in the Mountain Pine
Ridge (Jackson et al. 1995). The pluton
has been dated to 400 +/- 9 Ma (Weber
et al. 2012).
Hummingbird Ridge and Cockscomb
Basin have been described as a twomica granite, meaning that both biotite
and muscovite are present (Bateson
and Hall 1977). These two plutons are
generally visually indistinguishable,
however Cockscomb Basin granites
occasionally have large (about 2 cm)
plagioclase crystals while some
Hummingbird granites have mafic
xenocrysts. Neither feature is pervasive
enough to be a defining characteristic
but they have been recorded by Tibbits
during her surveys. Hummingbird Ridge
granites have recently been dated to
408 +/-7 Ma (Weber et al. 2012).
Currently there are no reliable dates
from non-detrital zircons in the
Cockscomb Basin.
Figure 5.1. Geology of Belize. The central region is home to the
Maya Mountains, the only zone of granite in the country.
Methods
The geologic samples that were used in developing the range of geochemical variation among plutons
were collected during Tibbets’ 2013, 2014, and 2015 field seasons. Each pluton was sampled throughout
in order to identify the largest variation possible. In the 2013 season, samples from stream beds were
collected. However, in later seasons these weathered cobbles were replaced with granite collected from
the pluton directly.
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All samples and artifacts were analyzed using an Olympus Delta© handheld XRF on the geochem setting.
To calibrate the machine, a series of powdered rock standards were analyzed prior to analyses. The
samples analyzed were: GS-N (from SARM-CNRS, France), JA-1 (from the Geological Survey of Japan),
and AGV-2 (from the USGS). These samples represent the range of igneous chemical variation and help
to calibrate the unit. By comparing the data obtained from known standards to the data generated by
the pXRF, it is possible to determine if the unit is accurately and precisely recording the elements
present or if a correction matrix needs to be developed.
Using a new technique requires extra care to ensure accurate data. During the course of this project, an
experimental methodology was developed to cope with issues involved in pXRF work. Granite is a
coarse-grained rock that is not a material often characterized by pXRF. Through a series of test data
points and averaging the data through Microsoft Excel, it was possible to approximate the bulk
geochemical signature of a granite source using no fewer than five data points without powdering the
sample. The results of five data points are statistically indistinguishable (r=0.9) from the data generated
by pXRF on powdered samples and data generated on powdered samples by XRF (Figure 5.2). Each
artifact was analyzed with no fewer than five unique data points. This method attempts to deal with
issues regarding crystal size. The diameter of the beam is smaller than some of the mineral crystals in
the granite, therefore to get a representative measurement it is necessary to take multiple data points.

Comparision of XRF, pXRF powders, and pxrf Whole Rock
Powder XRF

Powder pXRF

Whole Rock pXRF

250.0

Sr, ppm

200.0
150.0
100.0
50.0
0.0
152.0 179.0 299.0 324.0 234.0 87.7 341.0 371.0 348.0 331.0 140.0 150.0 128.0 419.0
Rb, ppm

Figure 5.2. Chart shows the correlation between the results of pXRF on whole rock and powdered
samples and XRF results on powdered samples.
Contamination is a concern in archaeological samples. Iron and calcium are two major elements that
could be added to the geochemical signature through the archaeological depositional environment or
through grinding activities during the use-life of the tool. Therefore, these elements were not used in
determining provenance. Additionally, phosphorus levels increase as granite weathers, making it a poor
indicator of point of origin. Rubidium, strontium, and yttrium are relatively immobile elements that are
not generally a weathering product. Nor are they present in high amounts in soil or most materials that
the Maya would grind. Additionally, when plotted as ratios these elements separate into groups that are
representative of each pluton. Therefore they are the primary elements used in this project.
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When analyzing archaeological artifacts, it was not always possible to wash samples. When tools were
marked for residue analysis, pXRF work was conducted on the dorsal surface which could be cleaned. In
general, light soil covering was not a problem for the analysis. Highly weathered surfaces were avoided,
but in general, weathering was not a major concern as the artifacts were made of non-weathered rocks
and little oxidation had taken place once the tools entered the archaeological record.
Results
During the 2015 season, 89 granite tools were analyzed at Actuncan. Of these, six had anomalously high
Rb/Sr ratios and were thus removed from the dataset. It is likely these were misread by the pXRF during
analysis. The chronology used in the following discussion was provided by Dr. Lisa LeCount.
At the broadest scale, the granite ground stone tools at Actuncan predominantly match the range of
variation expected from Mountain Pine Ridge (Figure 5.3). This is expected as this is the closest pluton to
Actuncan and can be accessed by the Macal and Belize River. Additionally, it was recently determined
that a granite workshop is present at Pacbitun (Ward 2013). It is likely that this was a production point
for granite ground stone tools in the area.
Actuncan Artifacts Compared to Outcrop Variation
30
25

Rb/Sr

20

Hummingbird Ridge
Mountain Pine Ridge

15

Cockscomb Basin
Actuncan

10
5
0
0

5

10

15

Sr/Y

20

Figure 5.3. Chart shows variation in granite sources of ground stone tools found in Actuncan. The
majority of tools analyzed fall in the range of variation found in Mountain Pine Ridge.
The Terminal Preclassic sample size is small (n=9). There are five tools that are within the range of
variation for Mountain Pine Ridge, two in the range for Hummingbird Ridge, and two in the range for
Cockscomb Basin (Figure 5.4). One additional artifact from a general Preclassic context matches the
variation from Mountain Pine Ridge, the most common source in the entire sample.
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Preclassic Artifacts Compared to Outcrop Variation
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Mountain Pine Ridge
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Cockscomb Basin
Terminal Preclassic

5

Preclassic

0
0

5

10

15

20

Sr/Y

Figure 5.4. Chart of Preclassic granite ground stone tool sources from Actuncan. Samples largely
resemble the geochemical variation of Mountain Pine Ridge. However, there are some tools that more
closely fit within the variation of Hummingbird Ridge and Cockscomb Basin.
During the Early Classic period, the Mountain Pine Ridge source is the primary match for granite ground
stone tools at Actuncan, a pattern that indicates a reduction in access to ground stones sources or,
conversely, a preference for local trade partners (Figure 5.5). The Early Classic samples are comprised of
seven tools. Six are within the geochemical variation for Mountain Pine Ridge. One sample from the
Early Classic falls within the range of variation for Hummingbird Ridge.
Early Classic Artifacts Compared to Outcrop Variation
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Hummingbird Ridge
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Mountain Pine Ridge
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Cockscomb Basin
Early Classic
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Classic
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15
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Figure 5.5. Chart of Early Classic granite ground stone tool sources from Actuncan. Six of the seven tools
most closely match the geochemical variation of Mountain Pine Ridge. Three samples from the
unspecified “Classic period” are included in the chart.
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Late Classic Artifacts Compared to Outcrop Variation
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Figure 5.6. Chart of Late Classic granite ground stone tool sources from Actuncan. The majority of
artifacts match the geochemical signature for Mountain Pine Ridge.
Thirteen tools associated with Late Classic contexts were analyzed. Eleven fall within the range of
variation for Mountain Pine Ridge, one with Hummingbird Ridge, and one in an unidentified region
(Figure 5.6). It is possible that this tool from an unidentified source originated in the Maya Mountains
but the specific region has not been sampled yet. Alternatively, it could have originated from a nonBelize granite source. The assemblage at Actuncan currently has three granite artifacts from the Late
Classic 1 phase. One falls within the range of geochemical variation for Mountain Pine Ridge and the
other two more closely match Hummingbird Ridge. Seventeen tools from Late Classic 2 phase were
analyzed. Again, Mountain Pine Ridge was the dominant potential source pluton. One tool more closely
matches Hummingbird Ridge.
Late Classic 1 and 2 Artifacts Compared to Outcrop Variation
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Figure 5.7. Chart of Late Classic I and II granite ground stone tool sources from Actuncan. The majority of
tools have geochemical signatures that most closely resemble Mountain Pine Ridge.
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Late to Terminal Classic Artifacts Compared to Outcrop
Variation
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Figure 5.8. Chart of Late to Terminal Classic granite ground stone tool sources from Actuncan. All tools
fall within the range of variation for Mountain Pine Ridge.
Five tools were dated to the Late to Terminal Classic time slot, meaning they were found in contexts that
could not be precisely dated to one of these late phases (Figure 5.8). All these samples fall within the
range of variation from the Mountain Pine Ridge source. However, 23 ground stone tools are associated
with the Terminal Classic period specifically (Figure 5.9). The majority fall within the range of expected
geochemical variation for Mountain Pine Ridge. One sample falls within the range of geochemical
variation for Hummingbird Ridge. In Figure 5.9, the chart also includes two samples from the Postclassic
period. One of these falls within the range of variation for Mountain Pine Ridge and the other within the
range of Hummingbird Ridge.
Terminal Classic and PostClassic Artifacts Compared to Outcrop
Variation
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Figure 5.9. Chart of Terminal Classic and Postclassic ground stone tool sources from Actuncan. Most
tools fall within the range of expected variation for Mountain Pine Ridge. Two samples fall within the
range of variation for Hummingbird Ridge.
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Conclusions
An examination of the possible source location for each artifact with respect to chronology reveals
periods when Mountain Pine Ridge was the only zone of raw material acquisition or tool production and
periods when it was not. Overall, Actuncan appears to have strong connections to Mountain Pine Ridge.
Large rivers connect the community to areas where granite could easily be accessed (Drennan 1984). It
is unclear if the people of Actuncan were obtaining finished tools or traveling to the pluton source to
access the raw granite directly. Near Mountain Pine Ridge, at the site of Pacbitun, a granite workshop
has been identified (Ward 2013, Tibbits et al. 2015). It is possible that the residents of Pacbitun were
making the granite ground stone tools that were then sent upriver to the large communities in the
Belize River valley.
Hummingbird Ridge is the next closest pluton to Actuncan. A small but significant portion of the tools
throughout the life of the site match the geochemical variation expected from Hummingbird Ridge. This
suggests that exchange may have been long lasting between the regions but not in large quantities of
tools. Currently, there are no known production workshops in the Hummingbird Ridge pluton.
Furthest from Actuncan is the Cockscomb Basin. Only during the Terminal Preclassic period is
Cockscomb Basin granite present. The reasons for this require further investigation into where granite
would have been accessible in the pluton, as well as what activities the people living near the pluton
were engaged in. Currently, there are no known production workshops in the Cockscomb Basin. Lisa
LeCount notes that the greatest range of granite ground stone tool sources are present in the Terminal
Preclassic period when Actuncan rose to political power in the upper Belize River valley, while the
source of Classic tools is predominantly production centers in the near-by Mountain Pine Ridge. This
shift represents a constriction of trade relations in the Late Classic period when Actuncan was
subjugated by the provincial capital of Xunantunich. Further, in the Terminal Classic period Actuncan
preferred to trade with near-by production centers, possibility in an attempt to ally with local exchange
partners.
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Table 5.1. Possible source pluton for each artifact that was analyzed, excluding erroneous readings.
Provo
01A5
01B8
01BBB3
01C1
01C11
01C20
01D23
01D3
01D6
01D8-SF2
01FF2
01G1
01HH3
01I2
01J2
01KK2-SF2
01RR2
01XX2
01XX3
03A1
03A4
04D1
04E2
05A3
05B5
06B2
06B2
06B2
06C1
06C1
06C1
06D2
06EEEEE5
06GGG2-SF7
06GG2
06GGG4
06KK2-SF11
06U3
06YYYY12
09N2
09P5
10H3
11A4
11C3

Context
Group 1
Group 1
Group 1
Group 1
Group 1
Group 1
Group 1
Group 1
Group 1
Group 1
Group 1
Group 1
Group 1
Group 1
Group 1
Group 1
Group 1
Group 1
Group 1
Group 3
Group 6
Group 9
Group 9
Str. 18 Dump
Str. 18 Dump
Str. 41
Str. 41
Str. 41
Str. 41
Str. 41
Str. 41
Str. 41
Str. 41
Str. 41
Str. 41
Str. 41
Str. 41
Str. 41
Str. 41
Group 6
Group 8
Str. 40
Group 5
Group 5

Artifact Number
Ac 117
Ac 82
Ac 133
Ac 80
Ac 11
Ac 64
Ac 69
Ac 87
Ac 103
Ac 126
Ac 130
Ac 170
Ac 27
Ac 104
Ac 55
Ac 33
Ac 17
Ac 19
Ac 8
Ac 39
Ac 4
Ac 1
Ac 94
Ac 73
Ac 137
Ac 5a
Ac 5b
Ac 5c
Ac 12a
Ac 12b
Ac 131
Ac 144
Ac 68
Ac 113
Ac 37a
Ac 61
Ac 120
Ac 160
Ac 141
Ac 22
Ac 97
Ac 67
Ac 36
Ac 21
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Possible Source*
MPR
MPR
MPR
MPR
MPR
CCB
CCB
HBR
HBR
UNKN/HBR?
MPR
MPR
MPR
MPR
MPR
MPR
MPR
MPR
MPR
MPR
MPR
MPR
MPR
HBR
MPR
MPR
MPR
MPR
MPR
MPR
MPR
MPR
MPR
HBR
MPR
MPR
MPR
MPR
MPR
HBR
MPR
MPR
MPR
MPR

Chronology
Early Classic
Late Classic 2
Late Classic
Late Classic
Terminal Preclassic
Terminal Preclassic
Terminal Preclassic
Late Classic 2
Late Classic
Late Classic 1
Terminal Classic?
Terminal Classic
Terminal Classic
Late Classic
Late Classic
Terminal Classic/Late Classic
Terminal Classic
Terminal Classic/Late Classic
Terminal Classic/Late Classic
Late Classic 2
Early Classic?
Late Classic
Late Classic
Late Classic 1
Classic
Late Classic 2
Late Classic 2
Late Classic 2
Terminal Classic
Terminal Classic
Terminal Classic
Early Classic
Late Classic 2
Post Classic
Post Classic
Late Classic
Terminal Classic, possible Postclassic
Terminal Classic
Late Classic 1?
Terminal Classic
Terminal Classic
Early Classic
Terminal Classic
Terminal Classic

Provo
11E7
11J9
11L8
11N4
11N4
11O4
12N1-SF1
12U2
13B5
13C3-SF1
15E2-SF1
16F3
16H6
16H6
16H6
16H7-SF2
16H7-SF3
16I4
18AB2-f23
18AB6-SF27
18H10
18H2
18I5
18O3-SF15
22E2-SF1
22H3
23E5
24B4-SF1
24P2
24Q3-SF1
24U2-SF14
30B5
30G1-SF7
38E17
38E4
38L3
39D1
39F4
41E4
49B2

Context
Group 5
Group 5
Group 5
Group 5
Group 5
Group 5
Group 1
Group 1
Group 6
Group 6
plaza H
Group 7
Group 7
Group 7
Group 7
Group 7
Group 7
Group 7
Str. 73
Str. 73
Str. 73
Str. 73
Str. 73
Str. 73
Str. 19
Str. 19
Group 8
Group 8
Group 8
Group 8
Group 8
Plaza H
Plaza H
E-Group
E-Group
E-Group
E-Group
E-Group
Plaza A
E-Group

Artifact Number
Ac 2b
Ac 63
Ac 116
Ac 34
Ac 106
Ac 25
Ac 85
Ac 162
Ac 49
Ac 157
Ac 158
Ac 51
Ac 62a
Ac 62b
Ac 62c
Ac 43
Ac 41
Ac 32
Ac 28
Ac 75
Ac 71
Ac 140
Ac 29
Ac 38
Ac 52
Ac 57
Ac 44
Ac 72
Ac 56
Ac 150
Ac 86
Ac 98
Ac 66
Ac 7
Ac 24
Ac 47
Ac 108
Ac 110
Ac 42
Ac 177

Possible Source*
MPR
MPR
MPR
MPR
MPR
MPR
MPR
MPR
MPR
MPR
MPR
MPR
MPR
UNKN
MPR
MPR
MPR
MPR
MPR
MPR
MPR
MPR
MPR
MPR
MPR
HBR
HBR
MPR
MPR
MPR
MPR
MPR
MPR
HBR
MPR
MPR
MPR
MPR
MPR
MPR

Chronology
Terminal Classic
Late Classic 2
Late Classic
Late Classic 2
Late Classic 2
Late Classic
Terminal Classic
Terminal Classic
Late Classic 2
Early Classic
Late Classic 2
Early Classic
Late Classic
Late Classic
Late Classic
Terminal Preclassic
Terminal Classic
Terminal Classic
Terminal Classic
Classic
Terminal Preclassic
Terminal Classic
Late Classic 2
Terminal Classic
Late Classic 2
Early Classic?
Terminal Preclassic
Terminal Classic
Terminal Classic
Terminal Classic
Terminal Classic
Late Classic 2
Terminal Classic
Terminal Preclassic
Preclassic
Terminal Preclassic
Late Classic 2
Terminal Preclassic
Terminal Classic
Classic

*Possible Pluton Source: MPR: Mountain Pine Ridge, HBR: Hummingbird Ridge, CCB: Cockscomb Basin. For a full
geochemical report, see Tibbits (2016).
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